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Abstract 

We look at two aspects of t he evolution of RNA. 

First we look at RNA replication dynamics in an early RNA world context. Ex

perimental evidence (Spiegelman et al. l9G5, Biebricher et al. 1981) shows that 

under some conditions RNA evolves towards small quickly replicating molecules . 

vVe investigate what conditions are sufficient for a population of RNA molecules 

to evolve towards a balanced population of molecules. This is a population not 

completely dominated by a single length of rnolecule. We consider two models: A 

linear model in which indel rate is inversely proportional to length and a game the

ory model in which reproductive efficiency depends on the distribution of molecule 

lengths within a population (this is linked to catalytic efficiency) . Models are in

vestigated using analytic, numerical and simulat ion methods. The linear model is 

not sufficient to support a population wi th balanced length distribu tion. Simulation 

methods show that the game theory model may support such a populat ion. 

We next look at RNA evolution in the context of RNA virus evolution. Using 

virus samples taken over a thirty year period we investigate the evolution of Respira

tory Syncytial Virus (RSV) in New Zealand. RSV most strongly affects infants and 

the elderly, causing cold like symptoms in mild cases and bronchioli t is or occas ion

ally death in severe cases . New Zealand has a higher incidence of RSV bronchiolitis 

per head of population than many other developed countries. We compare New 

Zealand strains of the virus to those isolated overseas to investigate if New Zealand 

may have significantly different strains. We look at the evolution of the virus within 

New Zealand looking for evidence of antigenic drift , as well as analysing substitution 

rates and selection at individual codon sites. No evidence is found to suggest that 

New Zealand has significant ly different strains of RSV from other countries. We 

conclude the higher rate of severe RSV in New Zealand must be caused by factors 

other than virus strain. The portion of the virus analysed shows strong evidence of 

being under posit ive selective pressure. This and other analyses suggest that RSV 

may be undergoing antigenic drift. 
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Preface 

This project initially start d as a PhD thesis and was transmuted into a l\Iasters the. is 

aft er one year for personal reasons. In its initial stages the proj ect fo cused on RN A 

replication dynamics in an R\"A world situation. Simulations for this study were done on 

the Helix supercomputing cluster. 

I also "·anted to do some more practical work o \\·hen data became available a t the 

i\Ialaghan In. titut on Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) I agre d to analy. it as part of 

a project investigating RSV in I\ew Zealand lead by Dr. Joanna Kirman of the l\ Ialaghan 

Insti t ute. 

The majori ty of the analyses in both parts of this proj ect were done using R (R Devel

opment Core Team 2004). High speed simulation code was writt en in ANSI C. Parallel 

code used the :\ IPI Parallel library. 

Motivat ion: R\"A. wi t h its abili ty to encode both genotype (sequence) and phenotype 

(folding) in the same molecule i thought to have preceded D\"A and protein as a carrier 

of genetic informat ion by some scientists. An R\"A \\·orld. in which R\"A is the primary 

information carrying and catalytic molecule. is post ulated to have been the first stage 

of evolution. The plausibility and structure of uch a world rests on how RNA behaves. 

This motivates the study of early R\: A evolution. 

The study of RSV is motivated primarily by its medical ignificance. RSV has it largest 

effect in infants where it causes cold like symptoms in mild cases and bronchiolitis and 

occasionally death in severe cases. RSV data over a long time period (30 year ) is not 

often available, and there is little data available on New Zealand RSV. so the discovery of 

New Zealand RSV samples from 1967 to 1997 in an ESR freezer offers a useful opportunity 

to study this viru . 
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1 INTRODUCTION 1 

1 Introduction 

This thesis invecstigates several aspects of the evolution of biological molecules. R~A is 

the molecule ,vc concentrate on. \Ve tah- a brid look at RS A in section 1. 1. 

In Section 2 we look at hmv RNA might have been involved in the early development oflifo. 

Eigen ( 1971) considers constant length self replicating biomolecules ( specifically R:\' A). 

Eigen's model goes from early chemical sdf organization in evolution to the formation 

of hypercydes. which are self-replicating autocatalytic cycles. There is some argument 

over the veracity of his claims for hypercycles as the path to more complex biomolecules 

( Boerlijst and Hoge,veg 1991. Zintzaras et al. 2002). however our area of interest lies before 

the formation of hypercycles in the area of H.'\A evolution. \Ve look at variable length self 

replicating biomolecules and ask the question: Can ,ve find a set of conditions sufficient to 

create a stable population of molecules with a balanced length clistribntion? This question 

arises from experiment al obsrTvations (Spiegelman et al. 1965. Diebricher et al. 1981) 

shov;ing that. under some conditions. R .\' A will evolw tuwards ;-:t highly biased (short) 

length distribution. This unlike what is seen in nature today. \Ve attempt to answer 

this question by using mathematical models and simulation methods to investigate R.\'A 

replication dynamics in different model systems. 

In section 3 we move from the theoretical to the practical implications of R.\'A evolution. 

\Ve look at the evolntion of Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) in .\'cw Zealand. RSV 

is common in infants. 11ild infection causeR symptoms similar to a cormnon cold. sewre 

infection can ca1rne bronchiolitis and death . .\'ew Zealand has a higher incidence of hospital 

admissions from RSV bronchiolitis than many other developed countries (Vogel et al. 

2003). \Ve investigate if this is due to :'\ew Zealand having different strains of HSY to 

other countries. as well as looking at the characteristics of the virus's evolution in .\'ew 

Zealand. 
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1.1 What is RNA? 

Rl\'A stands for R iboNucleic Acid which is a single stranded cousin to DNA. RNA like 

D:\f A is constructed from a linear chain of nucleotides attached to a sugar phosphate 

backbone. Unlike D:\iA. Rl\'A is usually single st randed and the nucleotides used are 

Adenine. Cytosine. Guanine and ·racil (not Thvmine) ofteu aLlJre ,·iateu tu A. C. G and 

Due to their ingle stranded nature R:\" A molecules are free to fold back on themselves. 

This weans that nucleotides that fold to be adj acent can form hydrogen bonds (base-pair) 

creating 2D tructures such as loops and hairpins. Different nucleotides form different 

strengths of bond. Tlw strongest bond is C = G follo,,·ed by A = U. There is also weak 

binding affini ty in the bond C - A. Bases " ·ith strong base pairing affinities are said 

to complement each other. C and G are complem ntary base pairs as are A and . The 

2D structures formed by Rl\ A can in t urn fold in 3D space to form complex structures. 

Some of these 30 structures will provide the chemical binding sit es which allow R:'\A to 

catalyse chemical reaction . 

:---Iodern theories of the origin of life assume an R:'\ A-,vorld st age (Yarns 1999). Thi is a 

tage of evolution that is dominated by R::\'A. In the e theories founding populations of 

R:\fA molecules are produced by natural R:-JA synthesis from nucleotides on ancient earth . 

RN A replica tion is aided by catalytic RN A call d ribozymes. Th founding population 

gradually evolves. by mechanisms such as that discussed in Eigcn (1971 ), towards the 

production of protein and eventually DNA. The itua tion in the Rl\'A-world differs from 

the modern situation ; in the RNA-world RNA was both catalyst and information carrying 

molecule. In the modern situation the function of catalyst and information carrier are 

separated between protein and DNA respectively. RNA cat alysts for RNA processing 

(ribozymes) are essential to the RNA-world hypothesis as they form the basis for theori s 

of self-replicating system of RNA molecules. Though the existence of efficient ribozymes 

is yet to be experimentally proven, there is reason to believe it will be, with groups such as 

that of David Bartel (Lawrence and Bartel 2003) finding molecules that have good RNA 

polymerase activity but limited processivity (their ability to catalyse other molecules is 
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not long lived). 

In a hypothetical R:'.\A ,vorld environment containing frep nucleotides and rihozymes some 

RNA sequpnces can undergo replication (Spiegelman et al. 1965). This process involves a 

complementary copy of the molecnle being created from the origi11al by pairing each base 

in the original umvound strand with its complement. This complement is complemented 

in turn to create a replica of the original sequence. There are 110 known error correcting 

mechanisms in this process so R:\"A replication is prone to errors. Errors can take the 

form of miscoded bases (called 'substitutions·) or the addition or deletion of bases from 

the molecule (these are called insertions and deletions resrwctivcly and are collectivel:v 

referred to as indels). 

In this thesis we look at a formal model of aspects of the early R:\"A world (section 2) as 

,vell as how RNA. in the form of R::'\A viruses. evolves in the ,vorld today (section 3). 
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2 The Evolution of Biological Molecules. 

In this section we look at the replication dynamics of RN A in an early RN A world scenario. 

One of the most well known models of molecular r plication dynamics is that of Eigen 

(1971 ). In his model Eig n (1971 ) looks at R:\'A molecules as molecules of fixed length 

that can ha\'e substitution errors during replication (discussed fur ther in sect ion 2.1). In 

our models we consider R:\'A to be a variable length molecule that can have indels during 

replication; vve ignore the effec ts of sub titutions. Here and throughout this thesis the 

length of a molecule refer. to the number of bases in that molecule. Experiment s with 

R ·A r plication in test tubes by Spiegelman et al. (1965) and Biebricher et al. (1981 ) 

have shown that when cat aly ·ed by a fixed prot ein enzvme and replicate I in a test tube 

(wher . it s length can vary) R\'A evolves towards a hort faster replicating molecule. This 

tendency toward the dominance of short molecules is clearly counterac ted by some process 

in nature as we can observe a wide distribution of molecular lengths in nature today. This 

leads to the question: vVha t et of conditions is sufficient to create a stable popula tion of 

molecules with a balanced length distribution? 

To answer this question we must define what we mean by a balance l distribution. A 

balanced dist ribution is a distribution ,,vhich i not dominated by molecules of a single 

or only a few lengths and where there is no net tendency for molecules to change in size. 

:--Iolecules of many different lengths coexist in a balanced distribution. However it should 

be noted the distribution is not necessarily symmetric or unimodal. 

The aim of the first part of this thesis is to find a simple model that produces a st able 

population of molecules with a balanced length di tribution. Using analytic. numerical 

and simulation methods we investigate several candidat models. Thi will lead to some 

insight into the basic mechanisms at work in these situations. Spiegelman et al. ( 1965) 

u ed Q/3 phage RN A und r repeated amplification using Q/3 replicase to achieve his r -

sul ts . In Spiegelman·s experiment there is no feedback between the catalyst and the 

molecule being catalysed. th y are completely separate. By introducing feedback to the 

reaction system we hypoth ize that a stable mixed length population of mol cules could 

be produced. 
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The goal of these models is to investigate the rnechanisms necessary for the production of a 

population of molecules with a balanced length distribution. To this end we ignore factors 

such as genealogy, and secondary and tertiary structure of structure of the molecules. \Ve 

focus on the length of the molecule. This is a drastic simplification. However it allows us 

to study length effects that have not been studied in previous models while isolating them 

from those described in previous models such as Eigen (1971). This simplification results 

in both a mathernatically tractable model and the ability to more clearly see effects that 

may otherwise be hidden in complexity. Due to this abstraction the model is also relevant 

to other autocatalytic species. 

2.1 Indel Rate Models 

A factor that has significant effect on the length of molecules is the copy error rate. This is 

the rate at which copy errors occur during replication given as a probability per replication 

of an error occurring. The influence of copy error rate on a population of molecules is 

discussed in detail by Eigen and Schuster (1977) in their paper on error catastrophe. 

In Eigen and Schuster (1977) only point mutations (substitutions) are considered. In 

contrast this thesis looks only at indels. Eigen and Schuster showed that if there is a per 

base copy error rate e in copying a molecule then the probability of a molecule above 

a certain length accurately reproducing itself falls quickly to zero in a phase transition 

called an error catastrophe ( or more recently a mutational meltdown), once e is increased 

past a critical value (Eigen 1971). In this way copy error rate regulates the length of self 

replicating molecules. This suggests copy errors as a possible mechanism for regulating the 

distribution of molecular lengths within a population. Here we investigate the effects of a 

specific type of copy error, the indel. \Vhen a molecule is copied in nature its length can be 

increased or decreased by insertions or deletions respectively. \Ve hypothesise that longer 

molecules, due to their increased inforrnation content and more complex structure, could 

in principle be more accurate in their catalysis and thus have a lower probability of having 

an indel per replication than short molecules. In this circumstance shorter molecules will 

be less stable and will more frequently change to a different length while longer molecules 

will be more stable and more frequently stay the same length. \Ve investigate if this 
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cenario could lead to a stable distribution in the rest of this section. Several different 

types of model are used. Replication rate in these models refers to the time taken for one 

full r plication of a molecule. The meanings of the terms used to describe the models are 

given in t able 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Model Type D efini t ions . 

M odel Type N ame D efinition 

Uniform Replication Replication rate IS uniform over all 

molecules irrespect ive of their length. This 

implies a faste r per nucleotide copy rate for 

larger molecules. 

\ionuniform replicat ion Replication rate IS dependent on a 

molecules length. 

S\·mmetric indel rate T he probabili ty of an insert ion occurring 

for a molecule of given length is the same 

as t he probability of a deletion occurring 

( except at the boundaries \Yhich are a spe-

cial case) . 

Asymmetric indel rate The probability of an insertion occurring 

for a molecule of given length need not 

equal the probability of a deletion occur-

nng. 

The first model we investigate has a length dependent indel rate with uniform replica-

tion , this is the "Uniform-Replication Symetric-Indel-rate" (Ur-Si) model detailed in sec-

tion 2.1.2. We then look at nonuniform r plication to get the "Nonuniform-Replication 

Symetric-Indel-rate" ( r-Si) model detailed in section 2.1.3. Both the Ur-Si model and 

Nr-Si models hav equal probabili ty of insertions and deletions occurring. The "Uniform

Replication Asymmetric-Indel-rate" ( r-Ai ) model detailed in section 2.1.4 and the " onuniform-
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Replication Asyrnmetric-Indel-rate'' (Nr-Ai) model. section 2.1.5. use asymmetric inser

tion and deletion probabilities. First we will look at the properties common to all four 

of these models. collectively referred to as the indel rate models. The inclel rate modds 

are summarized in table table 2.2. The indel rate models do not contain the feedback 

mechanism we have hypothesised necessary for the formation of a balanced population. 

We look at these models as a control case. 

Table 2.2: The four types of indel rate model investigated. .\Iodels can be 

distinguished by replication rate (uniform and nonuniform) and by indcl probabilities 

(symmetric and asynnnetric). 

Uniform Replication Nonuniform Replica-

Rate tion Rate 

Symmetric Indel Prob- Ur-Si model (section 2.1.2) .'\r-Si model (section 2.1.3) 

abilities 

Asymmetric Indel Ur-Ai model (section 2.1.4) .'\r-Ai model (section 2.1.G) 

Probabilities 

2.1.1 Base Model Specification 

The features cornmou to all the indel rate models are briefly described lwlo\v. The models 

are discrete time ".\Iarkov process models. .\lolecules exist in a population which has a 

fixed maximum size. The population is described by an integer population vector :r which 

gives the number of molecules in the population of each length. \Vhy x is integer is 

explained in section 2.1.1.3. Length is the only independent property of the molecules 

that is tracked. "\lutation and replication rates arc a function of a molecules length. 

Table: 2.3 shows the features of the molecules that we arc looking at in the model. 
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Table 2.3: A summary of the important features of the indel rate models . The 

feature column give the names of parts of the model. The representat ion column gives a 

brief descript ion of how each of these features is represented in the model. The names of 
any mathemat ical parameters associated with each feature are given. These parameters 

are used ( when relevant) throughout this chapter. 

Feature R epresentation Paramet er 

Population of molecules. Vector giving number of X = [.rd 
mol cules of each length. 

Sequence Not Represented Ill the 

model. 

Time One unit of time is one cy- t ( eye les passed) 
cle of the model. 

.\Iolecule of length l . Contributes one to the Only modeled in aggregate . 
count of molecules of lengt h 

l in population vector x. 

Number of distinct lengt hs Number of components in N = lmax - lmin + 1 
molecules can assume the population vector. 

Replicat ion rate Used to determine the R(l ). lmin :::; l :::; lmax 
number of offspring pro-

duced by a molecule of 

length l in nonuniform 

replicat ion models. A func-
tion of l. See section 2.1.1.2 

for more details. 

Indel rate The probability of a F (l). lmin:::; l :::; lmax 
molecule of lengt h l having 
an indel. This is a function 
of l. 

Asymmetry Parameter Determines the r lat ive E E [0, l] 

probability of insertions 

and deletions. Ha value 

E - 0.5 m symmetric -

models 

Let lmin be the lower bound on molecule length and l111ax = lmin + N - 1 the upper bound. 

In the imulations and calculations presented here N = 101 and lmin = 10 therefore 
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lmax 110. Let l E (lmin ... lmax) index the length of molecules in the model. Using the 

I)ararneterization J)resented in table 2.3. x = [:r1 .•...• 
rn1n 

where :r1 is thf' number of 

molecules of length l. The process of the model is described bdu1.v in section 2.1.1.1. 

2.1.1.1 The Model Process The population can be regarded as occupymg two 

buckets: An old population bucket. in which all the molecules present at the start of a 

cycle arc located. and a rw1.v population bucket, in which any offspring of molecules in 

the old population bucket are kept. At the start of a cycle the new population bucket is 

empty and the old population bucket is foll. containing approximately 10 000 molecules. 

\Vhy this 1rnmber is approximate and not exact is addressed in section 2.1.1.3. 

In one cycle every molecule in the old population bucket \Vill undergo the replication 

process .described in section 2.1.1.2. in which each molecule produces one or po:-:;sibly two 

offapring. The offspring of each molecule will be placed int he new population bucket. Dy 

assuming all molecules have at least one offapring we avoid the problems of population 

extinction and the lmdesirnblc effect:-:; of scaling a very :-,mall population. 

Once evcrv molecule in the old population bucket ha:-:; undcrgo11e the replication process 

the old population bucket is emptied leaving us with only those molecules in the new 

population bucket. Each molecule in the old bucket produced at least one offspring;. 

Therefore the number of molecules in the new bucket will be greater than or equal to the 

number in the old bucket at the start of this cycle. To maintain a constant population the 

number of molecules in the new population bucket is nmv scaled down to approximately 

10 000 molecules. The scaling; proce:-:;:-:; is described in section 2.1.1.3. The new population 

bucket is now emptied into the old population bucket in preparation for a new cycle. Thi:-:; 

completes the cycle. 

2.1.1.2 The Replication Process The replication process will result in one or 

more copies of a molecule being produced. The exact number of molecules produced is 

determined by the replication parameter r of the molecule in question. One molecule is 

produced for certain. A second molecule is produced with a probability r-1. For example 

if we take r 1.5 one molecule will be produced for certain and there is a probability of 

0.5 that a further molecule will be produced by the replication process. This notation is 
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used to allow easy meshing of the simulations and l\farkov models. Replication parameters 

used in these models are in the interval 1 ~ r ~ 2. In uniform replication models r = 1 

for all molecules. In nonuniform replication models r is a function of molecule length l . 

Each molecule produced by the replication process is t ested independently to see if it 

has an indel. The probability of an indel is dependent on the molecules length l and is 

determined by the function F (l ) in a model specific way. If an indel occurs it will be 

of length one so the offspring will be one base shorter or longer than the parent. The 

relative probabilities of the offspring becoming shorter or longer depend on the symmetry 

properties of the model. l\folecules are constrained to prevent mutating to larger than 

the maximum length or shorter than the minimum length. Constraining the mut ation 

probabili ties in this way can result in boundary effect s. At bot h the lower and upper 

boundaries distributions of molecules can ometimes 'pile up· as further shortening or 

lengthening movement of the distribution is curtailed by the boundary condition . The 

fac t that distributions sometimes pile up in this manner does not alter any conclusions 

made in this sect ion about t he tendency of a dist ribution (or its parts) to move tovvards 

being either longer or shorter. For example a distribution piling up on the upper lengt h 

boundary is clearly a distribution that favours longer molecules . 

2.1.1.3 The Scaling Process At the end of each cycle the population of molecules 

in t he new population bucket is scaled to be approximately 10 000. Let Xnew bucket be 

t he population vector for t he molecules in the new bucket. Then lxnew bucket Ii is the total 

number of molecules in the new bucket (l v l I is the one norm of vector v .. lv l 1 = IJvJ 
The scaled population vector x is given by equation (2.1). 

X = floor (10000. Xnew bucket ) 

IX new bucket I 1 
(2.1 ) 

Applying the floor () function to the new population vector x rounds non integer values 

down to the nearest integer. A consequence of this rounding is that Ix I 1 . the total number 

of molecules in x , is described by the relation 10000 - N ~ Ix I 1 ~ 10000 . Integers with 

rounding down is used to maintain the possibility of the number of molecules of a given 

length dropping to zero. \Vere rounding up used then once a molecule of a given length 
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has existed int he population there must always be at least one molecule of that length. It 

is more biologically realistic to allow the number of molecules of a given length to drop to 

zero (the 'extinction' of molecules of that length). \Vere real values used in :r, components 

would beconw arbitrarily small rat her than becoming zero . .\Iolccules arc distinct entities 

and not infinitely divisible so this is again hiologicaJly unrealistic. 

2.1.2 The Ur-Si model. 

Before vve look at the effects of different replication rates in the :\"r-Si model model it is 

informative to look at what is happening when we consider only the effects of indel rate 

in isolation from other factors. This is done in the Ur-Si modrl v,:hich is defined belmv. 

Let the probability of a molecule of length / having either an insertion or deletion when 

it is copied be F(l). At this stage we \Vill assume the chance of an insertion is the same 

as the chance of c1 deletion occurring. This gives a :darkov transition matrix 11! as beluw. 

1 - 2F( F(!min + 1) 0 0 

2F(lmin) 1 - 2F(lmin + 1) 

0 F ( l min + 1) 

l\l = 

F(lmax - 1) 0 

1 2F(lmax 1) 2F(/max) 

() () F(lmax - 1) 1 - 2F(/max) 

Each column of the matrix represents what happens to molecules of a given length. The 

transition probabilities for a molecule of length l under the Ur-Si model are summarised 

in table 2.4 
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Table 2.4: Transition probabilities for a molecule of length l under the Ur-Si 

model. r--- Iut ation probabilities on th boundaries are defined so new molecules remain 

within the allowed range of lengths. 

Event Length of molecule Probability 

No r---Iu tation l E { lmin , , · · · lmax } 1 - 2F(l) 

Inser tion l = lmin 2F(l ) 

... lE { lmin + 1, ... . lmax - 1} F (l) 

... l = lmax 0 

Deletion l = lmin 0 

... lE { lmin + 1. , , , , lmax - 1} F (l) 

.. . l = l max 2F(l) 

\\·e are interested in the long term behavior of this model \\·hich means \\·e want to look 

at TI . the dominant eig nvector of ."/\ I (\\'hich has eigenvalue 1). This can be found by 

solving the equation 

M IT = IT (2.2) 

Because Ill is tridiagonal and the probability of an insertion equals that of a deletion 

(except a t the boundary) we can solv equat ion (2.2 ) in terms of 1r1min by back substitution . 

We get the following results 

7r = 21r F (l min) 
I lmin F (l) (2.3) 

where l = lmin + 1, . .. , lmax - 1. 

F (lmin ) 
7r = 7r 

lm ax l m in F ( lmax ) (2.4) 

We normalize this vector so its components um to one by dividing by the sum of it s 

components (I Ti l1 ) . Thus using equations (2.3) and (2.4) we can calculate what the final 
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distribution of molecules will look like for any given indel rate function F. 

Equation (2.5) presents the function F that was used to produce the figures in this section 

(2.1.2). 

F(l) = t (2.5) 

This instance of the function F was chosen because it a simple function in which the 

number of indels is inversely proportional to length, therefore the larger the molecule the 

fewer indds it \vill have. The analytically determined steady state distrilmtion in this 

situation is shmvn in figmc 2.1. 
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Molecule Lengtr1 (bases) 

Figure 2.1: Steady State distribution when long molecules have a smaller 

chance of indels in the Ur-Si model. Here we are looking at the proportion of 

molecules of each length predicted in the long tern1 for a population of molecules where 

long molecules have a smaller chance of indds than short molecules. Replication rate is 

uniform across the population. 

Figure 2.1 shows that equation (2.5) results in a distribution strongly favoring longer 

molecules. Thus the effects of indd rate can favor long molecules. Furthermore equation 
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(2.3) suggests that whichever final distribution we desire can be achieved by appropriate 

choice of F as the final distribution is entirely determined by F. Before we consider 

possible justificat ions for any particular choice of F let us look at what happens when we 

vary the replication rate. 

2.1.3 Nonuniform R eplicat ion: The Nr-Si mode l. 

\"onuniform replicat ion i account ed for by multiplying the matrix /I I by the diagonal 

replication rate matrix R to obtain the Nr-Si model. The entries in R repr . ent the 

relative rates of replication of molecules of each length. This definition of the replication 

rat matrix gives a :t\Iarkov transition matrix of the form Rl\I for a system with nonuniform 

replication. 

Let ,\ b e the dominant eigenvalue of the system. To find the final state of this new system 

we must solve the equa tion 

Ri1JIT = >-IT (2.6) 

In equat ion (2.6) ,\ is a root of a Nth degree pol_vnomial so we can no longer easily find 

a general analyt ica l solution to the system. How ver we can use numerical methods to 

solve the sy tern for a given R and /II . 

Let the l th entry of R be given by the function r (l) . vVe will make the eff cts of replication 

small and linear and define r as in equation (2.7). 

r( l ) = lmax - l + l 
T\f 

(2.7) 

For the given values of lmin and lmax we find the ratio of r plication rat of the longest 

molecule to t hat of the hortest molecule is approximately ½, while the ratio of their 

lengths is approximately 11. If we solve this system we find that the steady state distri

but ion is the one depicted in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Steady state of the the Nr-Si model with nonuniform replication 

compared to the Ur-Si model. W are looking at two distinct populations her . 

A population with uniform replication rate (black) and one in which short molecules 

replicate faster (red) for R as is defined in (2.7). In both populations long molecules have 

fewer indels than hort molecules. The indel rate function F is defined in (2.5) 

We can see that the effects of replication are dominating those of indel rate. This effect 

might arise simply because we are giving a relatively low weighting to the effects of indel 

rate. Thus let us look at what happens in a model influenced by a factor more dominant 

than indel rate. 

2.1.4 The Ur-Ai model. 

A model with a more dominant factor than indel rate is one in which the probabilities of 

an insertion and a deletion differ . In our previous model for molecules of a length l we 

had the situation depicted in table 2.5 (a copy of table 2.4). 
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Table 2.5: Transition probabilities for a molecule of le ngth l under the Ur-Si 

model. 

Event Length of molecule Probability 

I\o l\ f11ti'ltion / E {!min·· ··. /max } 1 - 2F'(l ) 

Insert ion l = lmin 2F(l ) 

. . . lE {lmin + 1. - - · . lmax - 1} F (l ) 

.. . l = lmax 0 

Delet ion l = lmin 0 

... l E { lrnin + 1, - - - . lmax - 1} F (l ) 

... l = lmax 2F(l ) 

In the asymmetric models we introduce the asymmetry parameter E which range between 

0 and 1 and detennin s the degree of asymmet ry between insertions and deletions. The 

probabilities in this new model are described in table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: Transition probabilities for a molecule of length l under the Ur-Ai 

model with parameter E . 

Event Length of molecule Probability 

\'o '.\ Iutat ion l E {lrnin · · · ·. lmax } 1 - 2F(l) 

Insert ion l = lrnin 2F(l) 

... lE {lmin + 1, - - ·, lrnax - 1} (1 - E) 2F(l) 

... l = lmax 0 

Deletion l = lmin 0 

. .. lE {lmin + 1, .. . , lmax - l} E2F(l) 

.. . l = lma.x 2F(l) 
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Thus c = 0.5 gives the Ur-Si model.The Ur-Ai model gives a new Markov transition 

matrix Q shown below. 

1 - 2F(lmin ) 

2F(lmin ) 

0 

0 

c2F(lmin + 1) 

1 - 2F(lmin + 1) 

(1 - c)2F(lmin + 1) 

0 

c2F(lmax - 1) 

l-2F (l max- l ) 

0 

0 (1 - c) 2F(lmax - 1) 1 - 2F(lmax) 
(2.8) 

Let IT = [ni] 1=1min ,l max be the dominant eigenvector of Q. Due to the complexity of solving 

analytically for an expression of IT in terms of n0 , E and F we take a different approach . 

To see how IT changes with varying c we solve t he model numerically for multiple values 

of E . In figure: 2.3 we see t he results for c = 0.49, 0. 5, . . . , 0. 54 using F as defined in 

equat ion (2.5) . 
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Figure 2.3: The effect of E on the steady state . Each plot show two different values 

of E in a progres ion from E = 0.49 to E = 0. 54. Each trace in th plots r presents a 

distinct population. In each of these population long molecules have fewer indel than 

short molecules; only the parameter E is altered. 

From these results we can see that asymmetry has a strong effect on the model. A change 

in the a ymmetry parameter E from 0.50 to 0.51 results in the distribution changing from 
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being weighted in favour of long molecules to onE' favouring short molecules. This shows 

that even small asymmetries in occurrence between insertions and deletions can dominate 

the effects of indel rate. In our next model we test whet her the effects of asymmetry can 

lead to a balanced distribution of molecules in a model with nonuniform replication. 

2.1.5 The Nr-Ai model. 

To account for replication effects we must. as before. multiply the transition matrix Q by 

the replication rate matrix R (\vhere R is defined in section 2.L-3). This gives us the .'\r-Ai 

model. Let ,\ be the dominant eigenvalue of the system and I1 the dominant eigenvector. 

\Ve must then solve ... 

RQIT .\II (2.9) 

As,\ is a the root of an Nth degree polynomial we cannot easily solve the system using 

analytical methods. To get an idea of how replication affects the model \Ve look at the 

extreme case of = 0.01 to sec what happens a worse case scenario (from the perspective 

of short molecules). Results are displayed in figure: 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Steady state of a highly asymmetric system under the Nr-Ai model. 
Each trace represents a distinct population. Each population is such that long molecules 
have fewer indels than short and the probability of a molecule having an insertion when it 
mutates is 98% (c = 0.01 ). The black bars shows a populat ion with uniform replication 
rate. The red bars shows a population where shorter molecules replicat e more quickly. 

In this example 98% of muta tions result in a longer molecule (c = 0.01 ). Although these 

extreme parameters produce a distribution of molecule lengths, it is biased towards short 

molecules and not maintained under more biologically reasonable ( though st ill unlikely) 

parameter values such as E = 0.2 (data not shown). We can see the effects of replication 

st rongly dominate those of asymmetry. 

2.1.6 Conclusion: Indel Rate Models. 

We have seen that regardless of effects of indel rate and indel asymmetry, the fastest repli

cating ( horter) molecules dominate in these models ( section 2 .1 and subsections). More 

extensive tudies undertaken a part of this proj ect using both analytic and simulation 

methods have shown that increasing the allowable lengt h of indels does not qualitat ively 

effect the nature of this result. This leads us to the conclusion that these model are in

adequate to provide a balanced distribution of molecules in the face of uneven replication 

rates.We turn next to game theory. 
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2.2 Game Theory 

\Ve are looking for a simple model ,vith a population of mixed length molecules as a 

steady state. In the indel rate models we ignored the effects of catalysis on replication 

by assuming that all molecules were equally well catalysed. In t his model we modify 

that assumption. Now we assume that each molecule is catalysed by one other randomly 

chosen molecule in the population each cycle. The degree of catalysis depends on the 

lengths of the two molecules participating in the reaction. To consider these catalytic 

effects we will turn to an evolutionary game theory model. Evolutionary game theory is 

often used in situations where the frequency of a genotype affects its fitness. In our case 

the phenotype we are interested in is length. Before we go into the details of the model 

we a.re interested in let us take a general look at evolutionary game theory and what it is. 

2.2.1 Evolutionary Game theory. 

Evolutionary game theory is an offshoot of classical game theory. In classical game theory 

we are modeling two or more players competing for advantage. Each player has a prede

fined set of strategies they can choose from to try and obtain an outcome advantageous to 

themselves. The game matrix defines what reward (/penalty) each player receives given 

both their own and their opponent's strategy. A classic example of this is the prisoner's 

dilemma game (Osborne 1994), an example of which is shown below. Two prisoners are 

kept in separate cells. The police can convict both on robbery but know one is guilty of 

aggravated robbery. If a prisoner is willing to test ify against his comrade he will get a 

reduced sentence. However if both testify against each other the sentence for aggravated 

robbery will be split between them. 
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Table 2.7: The P ayoff m atrix for prisoners Pl and P2 from the point of v iew 

of Pl in t he prisoners dilemma game. Pl ·s strategies are to the left. P2 "s strategies 

are on the top .The payoffs represent how long Pl would have to spend in jail. P2 has the 

same payoffs as given fo r Pl if the roles of Pl and P2 are reversed. 

P2 Testify P2 Remain Silent 

Pl Testify 5 years 1 year 

Pl Remain Silent 10 years 2 years 

This is a dil mma because the most ·rational" st rategy for each player against the other is 

to testify which ends up getting t hem mor overall jail time then if they had both tayed 

silent. 

In evolu t ionary game theory we are again modeling players compet ing for their own best 

advant age. There are three main differences however. 

• Players are randomly dravvn from the populat ion being modeled. 

• St rategies correspond to th phenotypes available to members of the populat ion. 

• Th payoff to players represents an increase in Darwinian fitness. 

The long term behavior of an evolutionary game i described by the strategy or mixture 

of strat gie t hat lead to an evolutionary t able st ate ( evolutionary stable st rategies or 

ESS) (Maynard-Smith 1982). 

D efinition 2.1. ESS: An ESS is a strategy such that if a population is using it then that 

population is not vulnerable to invasion by mutants using any other strategy. 

An ESS can be a pure strategy or a mixture of strategi s. Mixtures of strategies can 

be defined in several different ways. We will consider the two main ways pre ented in 
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:\Iaynard-Smith (1982) (names of these types are taken from :\fayrrnrd-Smith for consis

tency). The examples below are given in the context of a 2 strategy population; Ho\v0ver 

they can be extended to an n strategy population. The two types of mixing are: 

1. Individuals within a population use strategy 1 some of the time and strategy 2 

the remainder of the time. This is most useful when the strategics represent mal

leable/ continuous phenotypes such as behavioral responses. This is referred to as a 

mixed strategy. 

2. Individuals within a population consistently use one strategy. Some individuals use 

strategy 1 while the remaining individuals use strategy 2. This is more suitable for 

non-malleable/ discrete phenotypes such as length or colour. This is referred to as 

a polymorphic strategy. 

\Ve will only consider the second type of mixed strategy. polymorphic strategics. as a 

molecule is only of one length at any giwn time. 

\\'hen an evolutionary game is played. individual protagonists are picked at random from 

the population and fitness benefits are assigned according to the phenotypes (strategics) of 

the two protagonists. Once each individual has played the game with a random partner. 

the population has a reproduction phase where individuals have offspring of their own 

type in proportion to their fitness. A population evolving under the rules of a game will 

evolve towards an evolutionary stable strategy (:\Iaynard-Srnith 1982). It is possible a 

game will have more than one ESS. In this case the final state will be mostly dependent 

on the initial conditions. The set of initial conditions that will evolve towards a given ESS 

can be thought of as a catclunent area (Bergstrom and Ladumum 2003) for that ESS. A 

simple example is given in figure: 2.5. 
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Strategy 1 

Strategy 2 

II 
I • Initial Conditions ;y 1c1 IZ) ESS 

/ ® Ess 1 \ ' \ .>t Path of Evolution 
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• ESS2 . 
IC2 \ 

Strategy 3 

24 

Figure 2.5: Example of Multiple ESS in a 2 player 3 strategy game. The mixture 

of strat egies in the population is represented by the position of the population in the 

simplex. The grey line is the separating line between the catchments of ESS 1 and 2. 

ICl, the first set of initial conditions. is near the catchment boundary so it could evolve 

tmrnrcls either ESS. IC2 is firmly v\·ithin the catchment of ESSl so it will evolve towards 

that E S. 

This st ill leaves the question of what can we usefully a k about an evolut ionary game 

theory model? In general we can ask what the ESS (s) of the model are. If there is mor 

than one ESS then we can ask which initial conditions lead to which ESS. 

2.2.2 The Evolutionary Game Model: The Simple Model. 

I\ow we have an understanding of evolutionary games let us look at how we can use them. 

First we define our model. 

Molecules live in a well mixed medium. In each cycl every molecule is given a chance to 

replicate. The molecule being replicated in a reaction is called the template. A cat alyst 

for the reaction is randomly picked from the population. The number of copies of the 

templat e created is a function of the react ion 's rate of replication. A reaction 's rate of 

replication depends on the efficacy of the catalyst which in turn depends on the length of 
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the template in relation to the catalyst. 'vVe will refer to this model as the "full model". 

We will start with a very simple model which we will call the "simple model". This model 

is treated in Chapter 2 of Tvfayna.rd-Srniths book "Evolution and the theory of games" 

(1982). This model will later be expanded to the full model (as detailed above) . 

The assumptions we will make for the simple model are as follows: 

• Molecules can come in two lengths, long (L) and short (S). 

• The population of molecules is infinitely large. 

• Reproduction is asexual 

• The game is symmetric. This means that the two players of the game should. except 

in regards to their strategy choice, be indistinguishable from each other when the 

game begins. Thus all properties of a molecule affecting the game ( such as being a 

catalyst or being a template) rnust be shared by all molecules in the population. 

In assuming the game is symrnetric we are assuming that if a molecule catalyses another , 

then its own replication is catalysed by the same molecule in turn. This is not consistent 

with there being a. random catalyst for ea.ch molecule. However symmetry is a. useful 

property for the game to have for an initial analysis so the assumption is used. The 

payoff matrix for the simple game will be as in table: 2.8 

Table 2.8: Game Payoffs for the template molecule in the simple game . The 

ent ries in t his table represent the fitness payoff to the template molecule of being catalysed 

by the cat alyst. For example SL is the payoff to a short molecule with a long catalyst . 

The game is symmetric so if the roles of the template and catalyst are swapped the new 

template would have the same payoff matrix. 

Cat alyst : Short Catalyst: Long 

Template: Short ss SL 

Template: Long LS LL 
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The matrix entries represent the replication rate of th t mplate. It is assumed there is a 

direct correlation between replication rate and fitness. The l\r-Si and Nr-Ai models (as 

defined in sect ion 2.1.3 and 2.1.5) as well as the results of Spiegelman et al. (1965) and 

Biebricher et al. (19 1) give u reason to believe this . \i\'e are looking for a population 

of mixed length molecules as an ESS. This means that we are looking for a game with a 

polymorphic ESS . 

D efinit ion 2 .2. Conditions ufficient for a polymorphic strategy 

MaynG,'/-d-Smith(J 982) tells us that there is a polymorphic ESS fo1' the game with matrix 

defin ed by the values in table 2. provided SS < LS and LL < SL. 

An explanat ion for SS < LS is a long molecule i likely to be a better catalyst for a short 

molecule than another short molecule as it will have more possible catalytic sites. We also 

need LL < SL. This implies short molecules catalyse long molecules better than other 

long molecules. A possible explanat ion for this is steric hindrance (the parts of the long 

molecules not active in the catalysis interfering ~·ith each other) . 

It should be noted that a system where SS > LS and LL > SL will also hm'e a polymor

phic ESS. This ESS will be different to the ESS of system fulfilling Definition 2.2 . The 

conditions in Definition 2.2 ,vere used as they eem easier to explain biologically than the 

alternat ive. 

Providing the conditions in Definition 2.2 are fulfilled , I\ Iaynard-Smith (19 2) tells us that 

the polymorphic ESS of this game will be given bv a proportion n of th population being 

short where n is given in equation (2.10). 

SL- LL 
n=--------

SL + LS - SS - LL 
(2 .10) 

In Example 2.3 we apply (2.10) to an instance of the simple game. 

Example 2.3. 

Suppose that we have a similar situation to the indel rate models, where the fastest repli

cating molecules replicate twice a fast as the slowest replicating molecules. We pick the 

two intermediate speeds by linearly interpolating between 1 and 2. Values are assigned to 
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give a mi:red strategy solution. This gives rise to a payoff rnatri:r such as the one below. 

Table 2.9: Numerical values of payoff to template molecule in the simple game 

model. For example if the template is short and the catalyst long then the payoff to the 

template is 1-

Catalyst:Short 

Template: Short 1 ss 
Template: Long 2 = LS 

this giucs 

n 
1+2-1-{ 

Catalyst: 
h 

:2 = SL 
'.i 
4 
-

:1 

1 

4 

LL 

Long 

This im.plics that a evolutionary stable polymorphic population of this type will haue ; 

short molecales and ¾ long m.olec:ulcs. This is the only ES8 of the model. 

2.2.3 Expanding the game: The Full Model. 

The full modd has several important differences from the simple model. \Iolecules can 

now be of any (integer) length from lmin to lmax /min+ N 1. The range of allo,;vablc 

molecule lengths is changed from short and long to lmin ... lnrnx to allov,; comparison with 

the indel rate models ( section 2.1). A wide range of lengths also allows the investigation 

of the new interactions created by having many lengths of molecule. The full model is 

too complex to analyse analytically. To allow investigation by numerical and simulation 

met hods it is necessary to use a finite population. This is also biologically realistic ( as real 

populations are finite) and it has been shown finite population effects can significantly 

alter the behavior of models (:\owak ct al. 2004). Finally the assumption of symmetry is 

biologically very unrealistic so it is removed. The only reason the symmetry assumption 

was made in the simple model was for mathematical tractability. The full model is already 
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intractable due to its high dimensionality so tractability is no longer an issue. Under the 

full model the cataly t of a molecule is randomly selected and is independent of which 

(if any) molecules that mol cule catalysed that cycle. This violates symmetry because 

molecules will be distinguishable as they will only perform one of the roles of template or 

catalyst in each gam and not both as previou.'ly. In choosing to use a range of molecular 

lengt hs we are increa ing the number of available phenotypes. \vhich is the same as the 

number of strategies. in the game. This require. a definition of how the ne,v phenotypes 

interact (a new game matrix). 

To maintain some similarity to the simple model the four values defined in the simple 

game matrix in table 2. are used as the 4 corner values of the game matrix G. These 

values are given in table 2.10. 

Table 2.10: N am es of payoffs for the simple game and the reaction type they 

correspond to. 

Value Meaning 

ss (Small Template):(Small Catalyst) 

SL (Small Template):(Large Catalyst) 

LS (Large Template):(Small Catalyst) 

LL (Large Template) :(Large Catalyst) 

This gives an N x matrix G of the form shown b low in which a general entry 9L.J is 

th payoff for a molecule of length l being catalysed by a molecule of lengt h j. G has 

been transposed in relation to table 2.9 in Exampl 2.3 to make it appropriate for matrix 

multiplications in later steps. 

ss LS 

G= (2 .11 ) 

SL LL 
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When thinking about the internal values of G it helps to visualize them in t erms of points 

on a surface over an N x N square whose height at any integer coordina te (l , j ) is 9t.J· 

Only the four corner values of G have been set so far , all remaining ent ries are yet to 

be specified. To maintain a degree of simplicity we set the remaining entries using linear 

interpolation. There are several ways of linearly interpolating a surface between the four 

boundary points specified in (2.11 ). The two classes of method used here and the games 

that result are described in sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6. All these methods result in games 

for which no analytic solution could be found. Simulations, detailed in section 2.2.4, were 

used to investigate t he propert ies of these games. 

2.2 .4 Simulating the Full Model. 

Simulations were run t o investigate t he behavior of the games presented in sections 2.2.5 

and 2.2.6. It should be noted that simulations have been used to test the na ture of each of 

the models presented so far. However as they have agreed completely with the analytical 

results it has not been nee ssary to ref r to t hem until now. Unfortunately the full model 

is not conducive to analytical solution due to its high dimensionali ty. We will look at this 

problem in more det ail in section 2.2 .7. To circumvent this difficulty we use simulations 

to investigate the full model. The simulation process is very similar to the process of the 

indel rate models. The process consists of t hree parts: The main process, the replication 

process and the scaling process. The main and scaling processes are identical to t he model 

and replication processes of the indel rate models which are described in detail in sections 

2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.3 and briefly summarized here. 

In the mam process molecules are put in old and new population buckets. The old 

population bucket contains all molecules present at the start of t he cycle. All molecules 

in the old bucket are given a chance to replicate in the replication process, wi th any 

offspring going into the new bucket. At the end of the cycle t he new bucket is kept 

and the old bucket thrown out. The new bucket is scaled in the scaling process to have 

approximately 10 000 molecules and tipped into t he old bucket ready for a new cycle. 
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At the end of each cycle the population of molecules in the new population bucket i. scaled 

to b e approximately 10 000. Let Xne"· bucket be the population vector for the molecules in 

the new bucket. Then Jx new bucket l i is the total number of molecules in the new bucket. 

The scaled popula tion vector x is given by equation (2.12) . 

X = floor (10000 · Xne" · buckel ) 

IX new bu ket I 1 
(2.12 ) 

Applying the floor () function to the new population vector x rounds non integer values 

down to the nearest integer . A consequence of this rounding is that Jx l1 . the tot al number 

of molecules in x. is described by the rela tion 10000 - N '.S Jx l1 :S 10000. 

The replication process for game simulations is a follows. Th mam proce it erates 

through every molecule sequentially. \ Vhen the main process passes a molecule to the 

replication process , that molecule becomes the templa te in a playing of the game. Thus 

every molecule in the old bucket plays a game in the role of template exactly once in 

each cycle. A ca talyst for the template is randomly select ed from the populat ion. Let 

the template be of length l and the cat alyst of length j. The replication parameter r for 

the selected template molecule this cycle is given by the payoff g1,1 E G for the template

cat aly t interaction. Each interaction generates at least one new molecule of the same 

length as the t emplate. There is a probability of r - 1 that one further offspring will be 

produced. All offspring are the same length as the templat e: there is no muta tion in the 

game models. 

2.2 .5 T he Planar Games . 

The game matrix G is defined m equation (2.11 ). For continuity we take the corner 

value of G from the values of SS. SL, LS and LL used in Example 2.3. This allows easy 
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comparison with previous models. This gives G the form of (2.13). 

ss LS 

G= 

SL LL 

1 

5 
:3 

2 

4 
:3 

31 

(2.13) 

The internal entries of G are yet to be determined. In the following step we visualize the 

internal values of G in terms of points on a surface over an N x N square whose height at 

any integer coordinate (l.j) is g1.j. To construct the internal values of G we construct a 

surface using a piecewise linear representation containing as fe\v planes as possible which 

together pass through all four corner points (this is to try and get as simple a surface as 

possible). Using the corner points defined in (2.13) we see not all the corner points lie on 

the same plane so two planes must be used for the construction. During this construction 

\VC must make an arbitrary choice about how the planes we use intersect. \Ve have two 

options which are depicted in figure 2.6. 

3 

Option 1 

3 

1 

/ 
5 

Option 2 

2 

4 
·'.) 
. ..J 

Figure 2.6: Intersection Types: Option 1: The intersection of the t\vo planes is on 

a line between o1 . 1 . and u1 1 . this surface is called a concave surface.Option 2: ,-J rnin · min .-:J n1n.x, ,1nax 

The intersection of the two planes is on a line between g,min·tmax and 

is called a convex surface. 

. this surface 

These two choices for the line of intersection give the two surfaces corresponding to two 

distinct game matrices. These surfaces are shown in figure: 2. 7. \iote that both surfaces 

have the same corner points. 
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(I I) 

Concave Convex 

Figure 2. 7: Graphs showing the surfaces generated by the two subtypes of the 

game matrix G. In each graph the T axis gives the length of the template (minus lmin) 

The C axis gives the length of the catalyst (minus lmin)- Finally the P axis gives the size of 

the payoff. The concave matrix is generated when the two planes have corner 91
111

;n .lmin and 

9 1max -1max in common. The convex matrix is generated when the two planes have corner 

point s 9 1min-1max and 91m ax -1min in conunon. 

We ref r to these games as the planar games collectively and as the convex game (with 

matrix G convex) and concave (with matrix G concave) games separately. 

Simulations were run to investigate the behavior of th planar games. Typical result s for 

each of the subtypes are presented below in figure 2.8 and figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.8: Simulation results after 1()'1 cycles using the concave game matrix 
starting from a uniform distribution. Bars represent the proportion of molecules of 
each length in the population. 
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Figure 2.9: Simulation results after 104 cycles using the convex game matrix 
starting from a uniform distribution. Bars represent the proportion of molecules of 
each lcngt h in the population. 

The above figures display the simulation results after 10 000 cycles of the simulation. 

These distributions were observed to be stable when running for a further 90 000 cycles 

and thus we can be fairly certain they are the steady state distributions. Each of the 
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simulations was started with a uniform distribution of molecules. It is interesting to note 

that both types of planar game result in a final distribution containing several different 

lengths of molecules. It is also interesting that the mean of these final distributions is 

quit e different from tha t of the simple model (defined in section 2.2.2). In the concave 

case there are manv more long molecules than short as predicted in the simple model. In 

both models we see tha t 10\-vly and quickly replica ting molecules can coexist. 

The effect of initial conditions on the final outcome of the model differs between the 

concave and convex models. In the concave model the final distribution is qualitatively 

the ame except when the initial populat ion arc all longer than approximately 100 bases 

when the short mode of the distribution does not form. In the concave model the initial 

conditions do not seem to effect the long term out come. 

There is no basis for choosing either of the subtypes of the planar models as better 

representing what we are trying to model. Therefore tha t they differ qualit atively is 

int resting. Thus we look for a model that combin s the fea tures of both planar models. 

2.2.6 The Bilinear Game 

The two planar game matrix surfaces are distinguished from each other by an arbitrary 

choice of the line of intersection of the two planes used during the construction of each of 

the two surfaces. vVe can remove this arbitrary choice by making the surface generated 

by a new game matrix G s ilinear a bilinear interpolation between the four corner point s. A 

bilinear interpolation is defined in Definition 2.4. 

Definition 2.4. Bilinear Interpolation 

A bilinear interpolation defi:nes a height fi eld over a plan . Figure 2.10 illustrates how a 

bilinear interpolation works and we will ref er to it in thP follo wing disrn sion. We start 

with the heights of the four points on the comers of the area we are interpolating over 

{the grey square in figure 2.1 OJ as given. The red spheres in part A of the figure represent 

these 4 comer points. We will call lines joining adjacent corner points boundary lines. 

Boundary lines are calculated by linear interpolation between adjacent corner points (part 

B of the figure). 
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We look at the calculation of an arbitrary internal point to demonstrate how these are 

calculated. Let the point p we are finding the height for have x-y coordinates ( :r, y) . Then 

the height h of the point can be found by l-inear interpolation between the two points which 

lie on boundary lines and have the same x-coordinate as p (part C of the figure) . The two 

points on lying on bo1.mdary lines which have the same y-coordinate as p can be also be 

used with identical res1.dts. A mathematical description of this is given below. 

A z B z 

X X 

C z D z 

X X 

Figure 2.10: Four steps of a bilinear interpolation . An example u ing an 11 by 11 
matrix. A ) The four corner points. B) Boundary lines defined by linear interpolation be

tween corner points . C) Internal points d efined by linear interpolation between boundary 

lines. D) All values determined. 

Let f (v ) : ~ 2 
- ~ be a funct ion that defines the height of a surface S over the domain 
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uch that 

11.r 

Define h(u . v. p ) = 1\~~!t·l p+ f ( u ). u =I- 1· which gi1 1es th<' h f'ight of a line joining uy 

f( u ) 

l'.r 

to 1• at a point p units along the line. To obtain a bilinear interpolation brtwccn the y 

f (v ) 
foul' corner pornts u·e ch.fine f on the bou11da1·.I/ of its domain as: 

1([:l) =h ([~l [~ly) = b ~,ay+o 

( [.\'] ) ( [.\'] [·y] ) (' - cl f y = h O . .Y . y = ~y + d 

( [1,l ) ( [ol ['v] ) c1 - a f 
O 

= h 
O 

. 
0 

. 1· = ~-r + a 

1([:l) =h ([:] [·:],) = C; bJ+b 

For internal values of the domain f is defined as 
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() 0 N N 

rf the four corner points of the sv/r:facc S. 0 N N 0 lze on the same plane, 

a b C d 

S will be a plane containing those points. Otherwise S will be a saddle. 

In the case treated here the four corner points do not lie on the same plane so GBilinear 

generates a smooth saddle shape. This is shown in figure 2.11. 

(I 

Bilinear 

Figure 2.11: Surface generated by the bilinear game matrix. The Taxis gives the 

length of the template. the C axis the length of the catalyst and the P axis the size of the 

payoff. 

Simulations using GBilinear give results such as shown in the figures 2.12 and 2.13. 
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Figure 2.12: Simulation results using the bilinear game matrix with random 
seed s1 after 1 million cycles starting from a uniform distribution. Bars represent 
th proportion of molecules in the populat ion of each length. This distribution displays 
a ingle mode at 5. 
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Figure 2.13: Simulation results using the bilinear game matrix with random 
seed s2 after 1 million cycles starting from a uniform distribution. Bars represent the 
proport ion of molecules in the population of each length. This di tribution displays a two 
modes, one at 62 the other at 109. 

These simulation have been run for 1 000 000 cycles. The ob erved distribution did 
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not change appreciably (retaining their modality with minor fluctuations in shape) for 

the last 900 000 cycles of the simulation run. Similarly to the planar models we see a 

unimodal and a bimodal result. However with the bilinear game the unimodal result is 

seen in more than 95% of the simulation runs. More than 200 simulation runs used each 

having a unique random seed. The only difference between the two simulation runs shown 

above is the initial random seed. The mode of the distribution in figure 2. 12 is 85. The 

modes of the distribution in figure 2. 13 are 62 and 108. Though the distributions differ in 

their modes their means are t he same. Both have a mean of 85, corresponding to the 1/ 4 

short replicators for an ESS in the simple model (section 2.2.2, remembering lmin = 10). 

Both these distributions have been reached from the same initial conditions, the only 

difference between them is their random seed. This suggests that either the initial di s

tribut ion lies near a catchment boundary between two ESS or that only one of these 

distributions can be an ESS. Arbitrarily changing the initial condit ions st ill gives situa

tions where we get both distributions. It is highly unlikely tha t several arbitrary changes 

in initial conditions will still leave us on the same catchment boundary. Thus it is most 

likely that one of these dist ribu tions does not represent an ESS. Given t.hat this is the case 

it is likely that as t he unimodal distribution occurs in more t han 95% of model runs that 

this is the true ESS whilst t he bimodal distribution is merely a long term instability in 

the simulation. Taking snapshots of the simulations while they are running shows that in 

the initial 100 000 cycles before the simulations ·ett le in to one distribution, oscillations 

between the two modalities are observed. That the system generally moves away from 

the bimodal distribution into the unimodal distribution in the long term further supports 

the hypothesis that the bimodal distribution is unstable. 

It is not possible to prove things conclusively using a simulation; only to gather corrobo

rating evidence. However there are several factors which lead us to believe the unimodal 

distribution we have found is an ESS of the game. The occurrence of the unimodal dis

tribution as a stable state in 95% percent of simulations after a. million cycles lends some 

weight to this hypothesis. Further support is given in that the unimodal distribution is 

similar to the ESS predicted for the simplified two strategy game. Thus it is not unrea

sonable to suppose that the unimodal distribution is an ESS of the game. No conclusion 
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can be drawn about other ESS(s) of the game other than if they exist t heir catchment 

area is likrl,'-· to be small. 

2.2.7 Proving the hy pothesized ESS. 

To prove whnt ,re h,we found is an ESS ,,·e need to find a analytic or 11llt1l('ricRl s0lnt ion 

to the game. Se,·eral attempts "·ere mad(' to proYicle ana l_\·tica l description. of this game . 

.\"one of them suCC'('('ded although it may pr°'·(' useful to further " ·ork in this field to explore 

the nature of that fa ilur(' . \Ye ,,·ill look at the most promising of the methods tried. \\'hich 

was attempting to model the game using differential equat ions. Other approaches were 

attempted uch as looking at the properties of tlw surface formed by th(' game matrix. 

Ho,,·e,·er though t hese rn('thods seem to have som(' intuitive Yalue. t here ,ms not time to 

fksh this intuition into a quantitatiYe result. 

2 .2.8 Different ial Equation Model of the Bilinear Game . 

SeY('ral different <lpproaches \\·ere taken in this r('spect. First "·c ('xplain th(' notation 

used for these equations. ,,·hich should !)(' familiar from rarlicr sections. Let lmin be the 

smallest length of molecule possible in the population .r "·ith largest molecular length 

l max = lmin + .\" - 1. Let l index the lengt hs of the molecules in the population therefore 

l = l mi,1. .. . . l 111ax· Let t (tiinr) index the cyclrs of the gamr. Tlwn .r/ is the number of 

molecules in the populat ion of length / on cycle t. x 1 will refer to the population vector 

x at time t. \\'c \\·ill use the bilinear game matrix Gl3ilinear· Initially the model \\'as 

approximated by the difference equation 

t+ 1 G t 
X = BilinearX (2.14) 

If \Ve use x = x 1+1 - x 1 to make a continuous approximation to this system we get the 

approximation to the game gi\'en in equation (2.15). 

X = G BilinearX - X (2.15) 

The steady state distribution generated by this model can be easily calculated by finding 

the dominant eigenvector of Gsilinear· Thi gives the d istribution hown in fig: 2.14. 
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Figml' 2.11: Steady state distribution of molecules generated by equation (2.1':i ). 

Bars 1rprcsc'nt the proportion of molecules in the popnl,1tion ,,f ench length. 

This is cle,trh· q1titc a different result tu the si11mlarions. On reHecti,m (2.Vi) foils to 

capture ;in import;rnt ns1wct of t ht' g,,mc. This i:, t lH' dqwndence of the mnnlier of 

molecnles ill the next generation of erwh )i,ngt h on the propor11on of molecules of each 

length and not the absolute nmnbcr iu the current gcnerntion. If we let .r/ represcut the 

p·1·opm'lum of rnol('cnk:-- of k11g;th I at tinH' f \Ye gt1t a cliffcrencE' c,quation tl~ in C'll1-1cttion 

(2. l(i). 

'C' . , 'I I 1 Bilmcru-X J 

(2.lG) 

Therefore j· is giYcn as ill cqnat iuu (2.17). 

G' t · t- l t 7 Hilim,;,rX 
x = x , - x = :c--i ,

1 

; TB!lilil'i.\!'X" 11 
-x' I 2. l 7J 

Thns a better differenfril eqmttion rnodel th,rn (2.!R) for th<' bi!in!'ar game 1s [')\'ell m 

Pq1iatiou (2.18). 

X 
X = G'Hilinf'ar-, -

1 

- X 
iX I 

(2.18) 
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The non-linear nature of these equations renders their solution difficult. I was unable to 

find a solution to this system of equations within the time constraints of this project. 

Other strategies such as looking at vector plots of the differential equation were also 

at tempted. This works for lmv dimensional problems but fails for higher dimensional 

problems. If we use a grid with m points in each dimension we need m N grid points for 

an N phenotype game. This quickly becomes computationally infeasible for any useful 

grid size with large N (for example m = 10. N > 15). 

For these and other reasons it was not possible to produce an analytic description for the 

ESS of the bilinear game within the time constraints of t his project. 

2.2.9 Conclusion: Game Theory Models . 

We must therefore conclude that although the full bilinear game theory model (section 

2.2. 3) seems to produce a steady state distribution of mixed length molecules, there is not 

enough time in terms of this project t o prove that t his is true. To prove this we would 

need to demonstrate using analyt ical or numerical methods that the put at ive ESSs of the 

bilinear game observed are real ESSs. 

2.3 Conclusion: All t ested mode ls . 

A study of the models presented leads us to conclude that a simple linear model (section 

2.1). if we use biologically reasonable parameter values. is insufficient to generate a steady 

state population of molecules with mixed length. The evolut ionary game theory model 

(section 2.2.3), wi th its feed back mechanism. shows evidence that it is sufficient to gen

erate a steady state population of molecules with mixed length. It would be interesting 

in future work to at tempt to prove t he evolutionary game model is sufficient for our pur

poses and to investigate additional possible models and find if a feedback mechanism is 

necessary to produce a stable population of molecules with a balanced length distribut ion. 
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3 Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) 

RSV is a single stranded negative sense RNA virus approximately 15 Kilobases in length. 

RSV infects most people multiple times throughout their life. In adults it causes symptoms 

like those of a cold; however in infants and the imrnunocompromised ( such as some elderly 

or those undergoing immune depressant treatment) RSV can cause bronchiolitis, and in 

some cases death. In New Zealand two thirds of infants have contracted RSV by the age 

of one. New Zealand has a higher rate of hospital admissions due to RSV bronchiolitis 

than other developed countries and it is currently not known why this is so (Vogel et al. 

2003). Its prevalence. effects and lack of effective treatrnents makes RSV a virus worthy 

of study. 

In this thesis we look to answer the questions: 

1. How has RSV evolved within New Zealand over the last forty years? 

2. Are the strains of RSV found in New Zealand significantly different to those found 

overseas? 

3. How does RSV in New Zealand interact with RSV internationally? 

The New Zealand RSV sarnples used in this study were serendipitously stored in an ESR1 

freezer over a 30 year period from 1967 to 1997. The viruses had been put in culture, 

generally for 2 or 3 repassages in varying cell lines. before being frozen. Most samples 

are on a one sample one patient basis. However, in some cases. samples were either 

transferred into multiple cell lines, or multiple samples were taken from the same patient 

( not necessarily contemporaneously). These rnultiple samplings give a way to assess the 

strength of some sources of phylogenetic noise within the population. The serendipitous 

nature of the sampling means the sample we have is neither a full nor representative 

sampling of the virus population during the sampling period. This is to be expected when 

handling biological data, and it is important to keep this fact in mind when interpreting 

analyses. 

1 Environmental Science Research Ltd. http: //www.esr.cri.nz/ 
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There are two subtypes of RSV; A and B. The two subtypes differ from each other 

predominately in the composition of the Attachment Glycoprotein (G) (Polak 2004). The 

predominance of the different subtypes varies with epidemic year. though A seems to be 

more common than B. being the most frequent ly isolated strain in most epidemics (Hall et 

al. 1990). There are no documented svmptomat ic differences bet\\·een the two subtype . 

3.1 The RS Virus: An Introduction. 

RSV is a single stranded negative sen e RNA virus from the Parornoxyviradae family 

about 80 to 350nm in size. It is rela ted to viruses such as measles . mumps. and parain

fluenza. A cartoon showing the tructure of RSV i hown in figure 3.1. 

Attachement 
Glycoprotein (G)----

Lipid Membrane 

RNP Complex 

---Matrix 

Fusion Protein (F) 

Figure 3.1: Cartoon of the R S Virus. The two surface proteins in thi st udy are the 

Attachment Glycoprotein (G) and th Fusion protein (F ). Figure created by the author 

using POVRay 3.0 

The following description of RSV and its infective cycle is taken from Polak (2004) and 

Collins and Pollard (2002). RSV is highly tran missible and is spread through person to 

per on contact or through contaminated surfaces in the environment ( uch as a tabletop 

that has been sneezed on). Once the virus has been contracted the incubation period is 

three to five day . Infection most often starts in the na al epithelial cells and spreads 
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through the upper respiratory trnct. In sc,·cn· uis,•s there will also lH' lower re.spirntm\' 

trnct infection. Symptoms of upper respirntorv trnct infection nm indmle coughing. 

sneezing ,llld a mild fever. These persist for 01w to three weeks in infants !mt onlv -l to 12 

d;..iys in Hdult s. Lower rct,-;pinitory tract infcc1 io11 c.:n1 r('::,;ult in \Vhcczing, rapid breathing. 

pn('111no11ia aud death. Low('r Hc:-;pirc1tor)' tract infection rard~· occurs in adults. r1:-; ihf'y 

,,·ill tvpicallv nlrcndv hc1w· sufficient irnrnnnitv from prcvions cxposun·s lo RSV cmlicr i11 

life to pn•w11t it. 

Initial attad1111c11t to cpitlwli,il cells is initiated hv the e_; protein. tho11gh viruses witho11t 

a G-prntcin h,ive been ohserwd to still he i11fections. The F protein allm,·s fusion ,,·it h 

the cell ,ml! ,rncl cntrv into the cdL The vims replicates inside the infected cell and the 

inkcted cdl is then clestro,·,,d to c011timt<' infection. Tl1e virns c,m also spread b,· using 

thE' F prot('ill to fnse the infected cell to a11 a,ljace:nt cell to create ,1 IMger muti11udci!t<'d 

cdl call('d a S\'Hcvt i,1. This helps shield th,, virns from am· hnmornl innrnme r<'sp011s<'. 

For this 1Tn~on it i~ 11en-'~~nr:v 1 (, lHtY(' high lC'\Tels of cn1t ibodiC':--; for t hC' hod~· t n 1w n hle to 

fight HSV infection. 

3.2 General Methods 

Ext met ion am! sec1uencing of the viral seqm·11ccs was clone b,· Fend]a Rich awl C'dtlwri11e 

Co]]('\ at the \lnldghan lust ii ntc for \[edinil Hcscardi" and is 11ot part of this thesis. The 

isotitio11 date~ of the -.;eqtlC'llC{':-i u:--;ed in thi:-; :-;tud,v arc giYf'n in figures :3.2 mid :3.:3. 

2 \lnbghau lnstltutC' for \k(lintl H(':-'.('drch h!;fp://wwwrnologhon.org.n: 
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Figure 3.2: RSV B Sam pling dates. 

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 '1990 1995 

Date of Sample 

Figure 3.3: R SV A sampling dates. 

46 

2000 

The area of the virus sequenced contains parts of the the attachment glycoprotein ( G) 

ectodomain , a 50bp spacer region (J) and part of the Fusion (F ) protein cytodomain. 

Figure 3.4 hows the region of the genome that were sequenced. 
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Variability 

I ++ I - ++ + 
3' 5' 

I 

G 1: J 
·----~4---_._.'._. _ ._._. 

Ecfo-Domain 

Primer Sites 
14 

: 100bp 
, Overlap 
I 

'----------+-! _F_G_-A __ --1 RSV-A -600bp 

~----~:_F_G_-S __ II~ RSV-B -600bp 

Cyfo-domain 

Figure 3.4: Section of RSV Genome under study. This figure shows the region of 

the RSV Genome covered by the equenced regions and the degree of variabili ty present 

in those areas. The degree of variability i indicated at the top of the diagr am. ( + +) 

marks an area of high variability, ( +) an area of m dium variability and (-) an area of low 

variability. The bot tom of the diagram shows the coverage of each of the primer used. 

Colours represent which region a part of the sequence comes from (yellow= G, blue= J , 

green=F) 

Due to problems with sequence quality and availability in this thesis we look only at 

equences from the RSV B G718 region and the RSV AFG-A region. 
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The changes in degree of variability along the length of the sequenced region can be at

tributed to differing levels of structural and environmental constraints on different regions 

of the proteins. The end of the G protein is exposed to the immune y tern and contains 

several recognized immune epitopes. The region also has little tertiary structure. This 

area is not functionally constrained and under strong selective pressure so it evolves very 

quickly. The intergenic spacer region (J) is unconstrained (or at least not known to be 

constrained) and evolves a t a moderate rate. The ection of the F protein sequenced 

transverses the lipid membrane and is thus highly conserved . 

Once equencing was complete the electropherograms were made available to me which is 

where my invoh·ement in the project began. ~loving from the electropherogram to the 

alignment involves everal labour intensive steps. First the electropherograms must be 

individually checked for ambiguous base calls and as many ambiguous base as possible 

correct ly classified. Once this is completed an ini tial alignment is con tructed using 

Clustal X. This alignment is then checked for any ob\·iously bad gap placements and 

the e are corrected. The final step. to produce as accurate an alignment a possible. is to 

check putative mutations in the a lignment again t the electropherograms to see if there 

have been any base miscalls. Also ba es that were ambiguous after the first step can often 

be classified with reference to the alignment a t this step. Depending on the size of the 

da taset. this process takes from one to three weeks to complete. 

Once we have an alignment we need a method to analyze the data contained within 

that a lignment. Several tools were u ed in this respect. Initially we tried using a tree 

representat ion of the data which was constructed using sUPGMA with the PEBBLE 

software (Drummond and Rodrigo 2000). The sUPGMA method assumes that sequences 

are mutating fast enough to have a substitution rate significantly different from zero and 

that the substitution rate is the same for all branches of the tree in a given sampling 

period (Drummond and Rodrigo 2000). We used this method as it takes into account the 

date of the samples. unlike a standard parsimony or maximum likelihood analysis. An 
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sUPGMA tree for RSV B sequences in New Zealand using data sequenced from the G718 

primer site is shown in figure 3.5 

...------------------ r;:•·--,\.· 1 :=H:: NZ i:m 

----------~
1100 

.__ ____ -I 69 1x,1:, rt.: '-h 

0.01 Expected Substitutions per Site 

Figure 3.5: sUPGMA tree for RSV B G71 8 primer site data. The labels in the 

graph are in the format [Sample ID] [Sample Country] [Sample Date] . 

Unfortunately many branches have large negative branch lengths. This and facts such 

that the 1985 sequences are shown as occurring before the 1984 sequences (a negative sub

stitut ion rate has been estimated for t his t ime period) indicate that the data is violating 

the assumpt ions made by the sUPGMA method. Exactly how the data violates assump

tions of sUPGMA is not clear at this stage. It could be that substitution rates among 

lineages differ or that the virus is mutating too slowly for the method to be effective. The 
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sub titution rate of thr virus i im·est igated in section 3.3.3. sUPG.\ IA method was orig

inally de,·eloped to analyse t he eYolution of HIV. which it dors ver.v effectiYely. Ho,\·e,-er 

HIV differs significantly from RSV in its biolog:v and lifr cycle. RSV is transmittrd in a 

different manner and infrcts a much greater proport ion of the populat ion. sUPG.\ lA ,,·as 

nnt 11sPd fnr furth<'r ;:malysrs hrcausr it docs not suit this data. 

It was decidrd to takr an exploratory approach to t he data ana l>·sis. Prrlimiuary anal>·sis 

of the data sho,,·s considerable conflicting ph_dogcnrtic signa l. so I \\·ant to inw tigate t he 

data in a way that takes t h is conflicting signal into account. This conflict is demon. trated 

b_v the more than 10000 trees that fit the data \\·hen using hruristic maximum parsimony 

analysis in PAUP * (Swofford 199 ). I t was d ecided to look al the data in terms of nrtworks 

(Bandelt and Dress 1992). :\rtworks a llow us to see conflicting signal in the data and 

a llow us to easily takr an cxplorator,· approach to the anal>·sis of the data. 

3.2.1 N e tworks 

Before we continue let us look at what nct,rnrks a re. Trces can be con idered to displa>· 

the first principle componcnt of thr data. A net,,·ork extend · t he dimensionality of the 

analysis. looking at t he first t,,·o or thrre principlr components. :\ehrnrk are used to 

displa_v collect ions of splits on a dataset. Thus to undrrstand net,rnrks wr must first 

understand splits. Splits are defined in Defin it ion 3.1 (Semplr and Steel 2003). 

Notation. Sequences. 

Inside algorithm desc1·ipt'ions and definitions the word sequencL refers to a sequence in thP 

mathematical cnse and not a nucleotide sequencP, unlPss P.7:plicitly qualified. S equences 

are used to simplify later algorithm descriptions. We will often have need to describe 

subsequences of a sequen ce. Let S be a sequence. The subsequence U of S can be described 

by a sequence X of posit·ive integers specifying by inde1· which terms of S appear at what 

position in U. This is written U = Six. 
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Definition 3.1. Split 

L1 I L lie a sr /. A split o/! ~ 1s a lnporut10n of~- For r:romp!r 1{ ~ = { a. h. r. d} then u 

sp!d is form,.d hy th, partiti.mlfn11 uf~ into {u. h} and {c. d}. Irr rnn wn/1 /1,i., os a split 

Y = ab[ eel. Tiu tu,o ports { rr. Ii) 1wd { r·. rJ} mr u1llul sides of tlu sp/rl } ·. 

In lattr definitions unr/ o)qontlun., u:1 will hr u'()fkinq with su1({u1,·1·s so w1 will also 

dc.f,:w. th, uinwalcnf of o split on a sequence. A split O/! ll sr:q({.nu:r Tis dr.firu·d Ii?/ /rm 

.rnh.scqw.nces ofT. Land R. Thrsr: w-e cal/rd thr .rnlcs ofthr· split and hor•r 1hr .follou:rnr1 

11ropert11 s: 

1} No tum ofT 0N·11.n 111 both L rwd R. 

2) All /rrms o.fT nccu.1 1nn/l:r; rmu 1n 11//1u Lor 1/. 

H'c con u:1·ifc o split on o Sl'(jtu'nr·r, in thr somr u·ay o.s 'U'C con on o sr t. For c.ramplc {f 

T = (a. h. c. ,I) tlwn }' = nh[cd rcpr1.sc n.ls o siluafw/! whcu mu of L or R rs (o.1,) and 

flu o//ur is (c.d). In rnnsu/rnnq splits on .srqwnus the orrlrr oftlu lcrm.s 1n Lund R 

i:-. 1uu rn 11ort o nL 

Each f'dg<' i11 n pli~·logenf'tic tn'c represents n split c1s dc11101ht rat('d i11 tigurr' :J.(i. 
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Figure 3.6: Splits on a tree. Each edge is labeled with the spli t it represent s. The table 

shows what the data generating the displayed splits might look like. If two taxa share the 

same base at a site then they are on the same side of the split generated by that sit e. The 

numbers in the tree edge labels refer to the split number in the table. Items on the same 

side of a split at a sit e are given the same colour in the table. The split corresponding to 

an edge can be determined by looking at the taxa in each of the two subtrees formed by 

removing that edge . 

It is not always possible to di play all the splits in a da taset on the same tree. T,vo splits 

that cannot be displayed on the same tree are termed incompatible. Let ~ = { a. b. c. d} 

be a set. Y1 = ab icd and Y2 = aci bd are an example of incompatible splits. Thi is hown 

in fi gure 3.7. 
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Figllr<' :J.7: Incompatible Splits, Hen' \\T sho\\· all possible trees on .J tax,1 and the 

splits the\" coutain. Th<' ~plits Y1 ,-111<! YJ are c'a<·li n'pn•:-;('nted sing\y 011 0111" nf tlie tn.'l'S 

lmt th,,v clo not nppcnr together 011 ,my of the trees. These splits de, not ap]li''1l' Together 

011 the scllll(' lrce wl11'11 ,w look Ht all four taxon trees thus the,· c-am10t appear 011 the 

smnC' four t axo11 tn~('. 

The iuability lo displav cunllining splits holds for 11-t,,xo11 tn'c.s (Jfanddt Hrnl Dress l!J!J2J. 

To displav iucomp,1tible splits we US<' a net,,·mk such as the one in figure 3.8. 

Splits nn1 hE' tc1kc11 direr-th· from ,m aligmuent. If a snbstituliou occurs in the column of 

au aligmucnt thcu ,ill sarnplPs with that substitution form one side of a split (see figme 

:Hi). If three or four bc1ses are presc11t at th<' s,1m1' sit<' tl1c sit<' nc<'ds lo be resolv<'d to 

Purine-Pyrimidine (R-Y) coding . As an example the ,dignrncut colmm1 AAGGCC' wonld 

lw resolwd to IU1RHYY. It is also possible to wsolve a :3- or 4 \Yi\V set partition iuto 

scwral frnctiowd weight splits. This had little effect 011 the rcsnlts of the mwlysis when 

triall'd howcwr so w,t.s not used iu t hr full anrrlvsis. 
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Figure 3.8: Example N etwork. This is a network showing both Y1 and Y2 . Parallel 

edges (coloured) represent a single split. 

In the networks used in this project edge lengths correspond to the number of splits 

contributing to an edge. Even using networks \.\·e cannot usually look at all of the split s 

in a da taset. as this will often result in a network of too high a dimension to be useful. 

i\etworks li on a scale which has trees at one end (no incompatible splits) and high 

dimensional obj ec t displaying all the splits at the other. This is displayed in the treeness 

scale in figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Treeness Scale. The representations obtained by looking at different levels 

of conflicting splits in a dataset. By choosing the ma,"Ximum amount of allowable conflict 

in the splits in a data set to display we can create anything from a tree (no conflict) to 

a phylogenetic inkblot (all spli ts). By displaying only a few more splits than we sec on a 

tree we can get a human interpretable network (middle). 

Figure 3.9 demonst rate the need for filtering of plits when displaying them for human 

interpretation. The splits displayed in the networks presented in later sections generally 

contain only those split which occur more than once in the data plus all those which 

occur only once but for which there are less t hen a thre hold number of conflicting splits . 

All global tests clone on the networks arc done on the full selection of splits in the dataset 

as well as the reduced sets displayed in the networks. An example of looking at different 

levels of split filtering is shown below in figures 3.10 to 3.12 for the RSV B G71 data. 

Small vertices in these networks are intermediate sequences for which no actual sequence 

exists . 
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Figure 3.10: All Splits in the RSV B G718 Alignment (The G718 primer sit e is 

defined in figure 3. 4). Groups of parallel lines in this figure represent splits. The length 

of each line represent the number of tim s a split occurs as specified by the scale in the 

upper left corner. Th small black vertic s are intermediate vertices. the larger coloured 

vertices are vertices r presenting sequences. Notice the cuboids in the cent er of the graph. 

these are caused by a triplet of mutually incompatible splits. Also notice the large number 

of intermediate vertices and the two strongly grouped clusters of green and purple vertices. 

( colours represent date of isolation but this is not import ant in this context ) 
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0 2 

Figure 3.11: Medium Number of Splits Displayed: All splits that occur more than 

twice plus splits which have less t han two conflicting splits in the RSV B G718 alignment. 

Notice there are no cubes and only one square in the graph. Also there are far fewer 

intermediate vertices. We still see the distinctive green and purple groupings. 
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Figure 3.12: Least Numbe r of Splits Displayed: All plits occurr ing a t lcc1st tv\·ice 

in the RSV B G71 alignment. \\"r st ill have one square. but now only one intermediate 

\·ertex. The numb<'r of wrtices in the grern and purple groups has clrcreased. as t herr 

are no,\· more sequc'nces a t each ,·e1tex. 

\\'e define the concept of a split threshold in Definition 3.2. 

D efinition 3 .2. Threshold n split-network. 

A network u1ith threshold n displays all splits that ocrur more than once a well as all 

splits that occur e.ractly once and have less than n coufiictmg splits in the dataset. For 

example .fig'llre 3.11 is a threshold 2 network. 

3 .2.2 Permutation Tests 

~Iany of the tests and methods used in the analysis that follm\· u e permutation test . 

P ermuta tion tests allow u to gain a picture of where a value lies wit hin a distribution 

without knowing what that distribution is a-priori (Higgin 2004). To avoid unnecessary 

repetition in later algorithm descriptions we briefly look a t what is involved in a typical 

p ermutation test in this project. 
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Definition 3.3. Property function 

Let S be a finite sequence of items. !terns rn.ay be anything. nwn.bers: DNA sequences or 

fruit for c:rnrnple. 

Let q : S f--+ Q be a property function defined on S. q maps each term of S to a 

term of Q a second sequence of items giving the value of a property of the items in S. A 

property in this conte:i:t follows the normal English language definition of the term, "an 

attribute or quality·· belonging to the items in S ( Onions 1959). Q. the image of q( S) is 

of the same length as S. Each term of Q gives the prnperty value for the corresponding 

term. in S. 

E1:amplc: 

Let S = (apple.orange. banana. lettuce). A pmperty fu.ncticm <J on S for the property 

colour could be dcfi.ned by c;(S) (green.orange.yellow.green). Note that property 

values are not necessarily muquc as derrwnstmted in this e:rnrn.ple. 

Let X be an integer sequence defining a subsequence of S. 

q is defined on a su.hseqw:nr:e of Sas q(Slx) C2lx 

E:rarr1ple: 

Let S = (apple.orange. banana. lettuce) as aboue with colour property function q(S) 

(green. orangP. ydlo,v. green). Let U = (apple. lettuce) be a subseqw:nce of S (here 

X = (I. 4)) then 11(U) = (green. gree11). 

We call the values a property of a sequence can assmnc the prnperty labels for that se

quence. 

E:1:arnple: 

Let S ( apple, orange, banana. lettuce). Let the prnperty function q on S he de-

fined by q(S) = (green, orange. yellow. green). The prnperty labels for <J on S arc 

{green. yellow. orange}. Notice that this is a set. 

Algorithm 3.4. Pcrmutatum Test 

Inputs: 

S a seqnencc of items. 
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A subsequence of S that we will investigate defined by integer sequence X. 

A property of the items in S with property function q : S f---> Q. 
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f : Q f---> IR a function used to take some m easure of q on the subsets of S . An 

example of such a m easure for numeric Q is the m ean of Q. 

Parameter c. the level of confi,dence of the test. A typical value of c is 95%. 

Parameter j . the number of iterations used. A typical value of j is 1000 to 10000. j 

is chosen to minimize the computational time required while maximizing the quality 

of the result. 

Outputs: 

Answer to one of the q1Lestions: 

" Given Sand X , 'is the observed value of f (q(Slx )) greater than would be expected 

if q was random with re pect to f ? ·· 

"Given Sand X. is the observed value of f(q(Slx)) smaller than would be expected 

if q was random with respect to f ? .. 

Procedure: 

Step 1: Record x = f(q (Slx)). 

Step 2: Permutation Step. 

Let n = ISi . 
Let P be sequence containing a random permutation of the integers { 1, 2 . . . . , n}. 

Let S' = SIP- Th1ls S' is a random reordering of the terms of S. 

Step 3: Sampling Step. 

R ecord x ' = f (q(S'lx )) . 

Step 4:Iteration Step. 

Construct a distribution D by repeating steps 2 and 3 j times, recording the value 

of x ' in D each time. 
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Step 5: Evaluation Step: Assess the significance of :r in light of distribution D. 

To answer the question "Given S and X. is the observed value off ( q( Six)) greater 

than would be e:z:pected if q was random. with respect to f ?" we do the following 

Find z; the percentile of D corresponding to c. For example if c = 95 then z 

is the 95th percentile of D. 

If :r > z then we can answer "Yes'' with a confidence of c. 

To answer the q1u,stion "Given S and X, is the observed value off ( q(Slx)) smaller 

than would be e:1:pected if q was random with respect to f ?'' we do the following 

Find z; the percentile of D corresponding to 100 - c. For e:rnrnple zf c = 95 

then z is the 5th percentile of D. 

ff :r < z then we can answer "Yes'' with a confidence of c. 

3.3 Evolution of RSV 1n New Zealand 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The data available allows us to investigate several interesting aspects of the evolution of 

RSV in New Zealand in the 1967 to 1997 period. \Ve look at the pattern of evolution 

and in particular we ask is it characteristic of antigenic drift? This question is of interest 

is there is disagreement over whether RSV undergoes antigenic drift or not ( Cane and 

Pringle 1995, Sullender 2000) . Antigenic drift is a process where immune system pressure 

forces the continuous but gradual evolution of a virus within its host population ( Janeway 

et al. 2001). In a situation where a virus is undergoing antigenic drift we would expect 

viral evolution to be correlated with time, with new strains replacing old. \Ne would 

not expect to see the extended persistence of old strains of the virus. \Vhen translated 

to a network this rneans that a virus population undergoing antigenic drift will show 

strong clustering by the year of isolation. The nature of this clustering will depend upon 

the number of different subpopulations the virus population can be split into. This is 

discussed in figure 3 .13. 
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Single subpopulation evolving 

o • • Possible network clustering for 
single subpopulation 

Two subpopulations evolving 

• • oe 
Possible network clustering for 
two subpopulations 
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Figure 3.13: Antigenic Drift Effects Example. Kind of clust ering that can be formed 

by different population structures under antigenic drift. Ovals enclose distinct clusters. 

Colours represent t he average t ime of isolation for the cluster. The top half of the figure 

gives an evolutionary history. the bottom how it might be represented on a network. 

By looking at clustering by sample isolation tim in the graph we may find some indication 

of the presence or absence of antigenic drift. It should be noted that antigenic drift is 

not the only factor that can contribute to temporal clustering of sequences. This can also 

arise through neutral genetic drift under the Fisher-Wright model (Fisher 1930, Wright 

1930). The methods used to look at clustering are detailed in section 3.3.2. 

Also of interest is how fast the virus is evolving and the nature of the changes ob erved . 

We look at the substitution rate of both RSV A and B using the method detailed in 

section 3.3.2.3. 

3.3.2 Methods 
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3.3.2.1 Global Clustering Test A permutation test called the 'Global Clustering 

Test ' was developed by the author to investigate the clustering of the RSV samples within 

New Zealand on the networks produced in the alignment step and to test for antigenic 

drift. This algorit hm was implemented (also by the author) in R (R Development Core 

Team 2004). Before looking at the global clustering test algorit hm (Algorithm 3.11 ) we 

define the notion of split congruence (Definition 3.5) and related concepts which are used 

in the global clustering test. 

Definition 3.5. Split Congruence. 

Let Y be a split on the seqnence S. We will arbitrarily label the two sides of the split L 

and R. 

Let q : S i-, Q be a property function of S. 

The split Y is congruent to q if q(L ) n q(R) = ¢ . Thus if any given label defined by q falls 

on only on e side of the split Y then Y is congruent to the property q. 

Definit ion 3.6. Degree of Congruence 

Let Y be a spli t on the seq1.lence S . W e will arbitrari,ly label the two sides of the split L 

and R. 

Let q : S - Q be a property function of S . Let the ·unique terms of Q be called the 

property labels of q. 

Let Ch= q(L ) and Qn = q(R ). If Qi and QH. have no terms in common then q is fully 

congruent to Y . 

The degree of congruence of q to Y is a summary measure reflecting to what e:ctent 

property valnes defin ed by q fall on only one side of the split Y . For each property label of 

q we can count the mlmber of tim es that label occurs in both L and R. If there ·is a high 

degree of congruence between q and Y then most property labels will f all on only one side 

of Y , or will occ'ur at high f requen cy on one side of Y and at low frequency on the other. 

If there ·is a low degree of congruence between q and Y then a majority of the property 

labels will fall with eq'ual freq11,ency on both sides of Y . 
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As before let Y be a plit on the sequence S and q : S ~ Q be a property function of S. 

Remember the unique terms of Q are called the property labels of q (Definition 3.3). 

To measure the degree of congruence in a quantit ative manner we might try taking a 

summary statistic over all property labels using the ra tio of the number of times a property 

label occurs on one side of the split Y to the number of times it occurs on the other side. 

However this method introduces a problem. If the split Y is unbalanced. such that one 

side cont ains many fewer term than the other. then there will be a bias towards calling 

Y congruent. This bias will occur as fewer t rms occurring on one side means it is le s 

likely any given property label will occur on that side. 

We can avoid this bias. First we we define the concept of a large and small side of a split. 

D efinit ion 3.7. The large and small sides of a split. 

Let Y be a split on the sequence S. The large side of Y is the ide which contains the 

greatest number of terms. If both sides have an equal number of terms then the large side 

of Y is the side containing the term s0 of S . The small ide of Y is the side of Y which 

remains 1.mlabeled once the large side of Y has been determined. 

To avoid bia . instead of comparing the two sides of Y. we compare a single side of Y ( the 

large side) to a background distribution of sequences. generated by taking the large side of 

Y applied to S with property function q' : S ~ Q' , where Q' is a random permut ation of 

the terms of Q. This is done by means of a permutation test as documented in Algorithm 

3.11 . We use the large side of Y as it contains more information than the small side for 

unbalanced Y and thus gives a more varied and hence informative distribution for the 

purposes of comparison. We use only one ide to avoid scaling problems that arise in 

a ttempting to correctly scale results from each side to give equivalent contributions to the 

measure. 

To te t for degree of congruence in the manner detailed above, we must use a measure 

which gives a score proportional to the degr e of congruence of q with Y from a single 

side of Y . Such a measure can be created using the concept of degree of homogeneity. 
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Definition 3.8. Degree of Homogeneity 

Let S be a sequence. S is horn.ogcneous if all terms of S are identical. The degree of 

homogeneity of S is defined by a scale going from fully homogeneo·us where all terms of 

S an: identical to fully heterogeneous where all terms of S are nniqtu;. 

If q has a high degree of congruence to Y. then the number of property labels occurring 

on on each side of Y\vill be small cornpan:d to a situation of low congruence. beecrnse the 

number of property labels contrilmting to the counts of more than one side of the split 

will be reduced. Thus the degree of homogeneity in both sides of Y \vill be larger than in 

a situation of low congnwnc('. Conversely if the degree of homogeneity of both sides of 

Y is large. then the rrnmber of property labels occurring on each side of Y nrnst be small 

compared to a low homogeneity situation. therefore the level of congruence will be high. 

Thus degree of homogeneity can be used to measure degree of congruence. Algorithm 

3.11 uses degree of homogeneity to estimate degree of congruence. 

Definition 3.9. Cluster lvfoasun: 

Let S be a sequence of items. 

Let q : S f---7 Q be a property .function on S. A cluster measure C (2 f---7 IR'. on q 

m.easures the degree of homogeneity of q in S. 

In the tests used in tins proJcct the sequence S always represents one side of a split. 

Definition 3.10. Global Clllsf.ering Test (GCT) 

Let N = {Yt ..... }"r1 } be a network defined by the n splits {Y1 ..... Yrz} on the sequence S 

of nucleotide sequences. Let q be a property function cm S. The Global Clustering Test 

(GCT) on N uses a cluster mca.sv.rc(Defindion 3 . .9) to deterrn.ine the degree of congruence 

between 1'[ and q for each split Yi., i E { 1, .... n} in N. These valzu:s arc nscd to determine 

if N shows clustering by property q. 

The algorithm used in the Global Clustering Test is defined in Algorithm 3.11. 
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Algorithm 3. 11. GCT Algorithm 

This algorithm is based on the permutation test algorithm detailed in Algol'ithm 3.4. The 

main differences from Algorithm 8.4 are in thC' sampling step. 

Inputs: 

S a srqnrnr< of nucleotide sC'quence . . 

. V = {} '1 •••• • 1:1 } a network defin ed by the n splits {} '1 •• •• • 1·11 }on the equence S . 

q a property of S with pl'OpNty relation Q . 

C (U) : Q 1--t lR a duster mmsurc on q. 

Parameter c the levrl of conjidC' ncc of the test. 

Parameter j the number of iterations to use. 

Outputs: 

Answff to the question: "Is the m ean degree of congruence oi•er each of the splits in 

.Y with q grrntel' than would be e.rpccted 1f q WC'I'< randomly distributed with respPct 

to the splits Ill .\" Y" 

Process: 

Let the large sid( of split Y; E .V be de ignated L. From Definition J.1 we know L i 

a subsequence of S. Let the integer SC'quence de.fining L for Y, be referred to as X [i] . 

The function C (q( .. . ) ) gwes us a measure of the dcgru of homogeneity for rach split 

in the network .Y. This test aims to produce a single scan for the entire netwo1k 

We will refer to this score a network score. WP calrulate thi network score as 

follows: 

Let IL( Z) be the mean of sequence Z where the terms of Z arc real. 

Let A= {C(q(Slx[i])) I i E {l. .... INI }} be a set of cluster measures for the 

splits in network N. 

The network score for A is µ (A ) 

Step 1: Score the original network 
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LUA={C(q(Slx;;)) I iE{l .... 1s1}} 
fl1;mrrl .r = /l(A). th1 netlt'ork .<1on for A. 

Slrp ;J: Prrnwtat//!n Strp (1de11/tc11} to Alyonthm .J.4/ 

Lrt1n=IS!. 
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Lil P /11 s,q111nu· rnnlumwg n random p1rm11t11tion of the 111/f.!JITS {L2 ..... m}. 

Lr t S' = Sir. Thus S' 1s a ra.ndom rwrdern"J of flu terms of S. 

Step i: Sump/inq Sf<p 

Lr t A' = { C ( q( S' Ix ,] ) ) i E { I ..... I cV I} } . the tluste r nwosu u·s for S 1r/1 r n S hos 

/urn nnnfrnd. 

Record .11 = 1r(A 1
) f/,r 111tu,mk snm for ,\1

. 

Step 4: Itrrntion St,11 (idcntmd lo Alqonthm JI,) 

('onsfrurf n d1sfn/ndwn J_) lu1 F}Ho/?1111 sl!ps .2 rrnd .i j tnnr,. 1uordinq //,c eolw 

of.r1 111 D rne/1 tmu. 

Step 5: Eeo/1111/wu S/f p. 

Drterm111, tf.r i., smulkr f/,on 1/'()/tld h, r::rp,:drd u·rn 'l not nm9rw·nt to thr sp/ds 

III :V. Csr th1 1111/hod drtoilcd /II. Alqurdhm 1.r, };('(J.//lo.l/011 s/r,p (s/1p 5). 

\fe 11,c the CCT tu ,tndv grouping bv ,Lite on uur networb. To do this we need d cluster 

m,•asnr<' for srn11pli11g date. This is definer! in Ddinition :3.1'.2. 

Definition 3.12. Date C!ustuin.g MrllSIIT! 

Tiu: dot, C/ustermq Mrn.,un· 1., d1.fi.nrd o,, a(Z) when a(Z) 1s t/1, stando.nl rfrciofrnn of 

the s1111u,nC1 Z when' thr'. tcrm.s of Z llli" no/ n.nmhcrs. This mms1irc mrns11.n., /Jnfh the 

spn·o.d and lwmoycw·t/11 of !he do.ta. 
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Using the global d u. tering test with the elate clustering mca ure tells us if the data is 

split on the basis of date. This docs not give us an~' information on the nature of any 

vntcx clustering in a net,,·ork. To investigate th is we use the Local Clustering test . 

3.3.2.2 Local Clustering Test This test was de,·eloped and implemented in R (R 

Den -lopment Core Team 200-! ) b~- the author. F irst we define the not ions of pat h length 

(Definit ion 3.13) and Topological clustering (Definit ion 3.14) "·hieh arc used in the Local 

clustering test. 

D efinition 3.13. Path Length d(.t. y) : V x V -----, JR : 

Let .r and .lJ be two vertices in a connected phylogenetic network JV. Let P be the set of 

all paths joming J' and y . The path length d(J·. y ) brtwcen .r and y is the number of edges 

on the shortest path in P . This defines a metric on .V . 

D efini t ion 3.14. Topological Clustcl'ing 

Let .Y = p ·1 .. ... } ~1 } bra netwol'k defined by the n splits {} '1 ... .. };1}on the scquenc( S . 

Let q : S 1---+ Q be a property function on S. 

Let l ' be a 11ertex in network .V . 

Th cl'c i. a f ull topological cluster of size k on .\' by property q. rentcrcd on 11erte.r 1•. if 

all ucrt ices within path length k of l ' haue labels L C S that all yield the sanu ualae under 

q. For example if we arc looking at topolog ical c fostering by date then if all vertices with in 

path length k of 1• have the same date associated with them then u clu te1· topologically 

per/ ectly by date for path length k. 

D efinition 3 .15. Local Clustering Test 

Let N = { Y1 , .• . . Yn} be a network defined by the rz splits { Y1 . ... . Yn} on the equence 

S . Let q : S - Q be a property function on S. The local clustering test use a cluster 

measure to investigate the degree of topological clustering of property q on network N. 

Each labeled vertex is tested to see if it lies in the center of a cluster for cluster sizes 

k E { 1 . ... . 1 } where I is the maximum duster radius. 
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Algorithm 3.16. Local Cl1Lstering Test Algorithm 

Inputs: 

S a sequence of items. 

N ={Yi, ... , Y,1 } a network: de.fined by then splits {Y1, •.. , Yn}on the set S. 

A property of the items in S with property function q : S f---+ CJ. 

C(U): CJ f-+ a c+aster measure on q. 

Parameter ~f the ma:r:imum cluster radius of the test. 

Pararn.eter _j the number of iterations to use. 

Outputs: 
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For each verte:z: in network N answcr·s the question: "T¥hat con.fi.dence do I have that this 

verte:1; lies at the center of a statistically signifi.cant topological cluster with rn.dius or 

less?'·" 

Procedure 

Let V { v1 , ... , Vm} be the rn. labeled of network: N. A labeled verte:r is a verte:r; 

which represents one or m.ore of the terms in S. Let the terms of S represented by ver-te:1: 

I\ define the set Ti C S. 

Step 1: Determine initial score for each vertc:z:. 

For each verte:1: v E V. 

For each k: E {1, .. . , 1 } 

Let T
1
~ a subsequence of S be the terms of S represented by vertices with a path 

length of k: or less from u. Let X[u, k:], be the integer sequence defining the 

terms of S in T
1
~ 

Record the value of the cluster score 

k: . 

= C(q(Slx[v,k])) for vertex u and radius 
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Step 2: P ermutation Step (identical to Algorithm 3.4) 

Let r = ISi. 
Let P be sequence containing a random permutation of the integers { 1, 2, ... , r }. 

Let S' = Sip. Thus S' is a random reo1·dering of the terms of S. 

Step 3: Sampling Step . 

For each vertex 11 E V. 

For ach I,; E { 1, ... , r } 
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R ecord the value of the cluster score x'~ 

radius k. 

C(q(S'lx[v.k])) fo r vertex u and 

Step 4: Iteration Step. 

Construct a distribution D~ for each vertex and cluster radius by repeating steps 2 

and 3 j times. recording the value of x~ k in D~ each time. 

Step 5:Evaluation Step 

For each vertex u E V in V 

For each k E { 1 ..... 1 } 

Determine the confidence with which v can be at the center of a signif

icant topological cluster of size k by testing x~ is smaller than expected 

given distrib1dion D~ at 95% and 99% confidence (using the m ethods in 

Algorithm 3.4). Thus v will be classified into one of three categories. 

1} Not significantly topologically clustered. 

2) Significantly topologically clustered at 95% confidence. 

3} Significantly topologically clustered at 99% confidence. 

If D~ has zero variance then we are unable to tell anything about the 

significance of the topological clustering for v at radius k. 
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The result of the local dnstcring test tells 11s with what confidence each lnl,e!l'cl vertex in 

the network N i,s at the cemcr of n d11s1er i11 ll'rms of the propcrlv bciug tPstecL For some 

vert ice, I he d11stc•r measun° will be the sn 111,• for n !I pcnnut n tiom of the ln IJck These 

vcrt ices are 111arked cb not retnn1ing a H-'sHlt as we ca11 g;ai11 no infon11nti011 r1hout t hcn1 

from this test., \\'e first use the Local Clustcring test to look at topological dnstcring by 

dc1tc, \\'c Its<' the dnstcring m,·,wm· clc•fined i11 Definition :3,]2 to do this, In the analvsh 

docrnncntcd here m· use -, = '.l, This nilne of-, was ,selected as vismtl inspection of the 

gniphs showed tlrnr 1 hb is 1 hC' larg<'st ~igniiicant d11ster. 

3.:{.2.:{ Substitution Rate Estimation Th,• rnbstitulion rni<' of tlw sc•qiwm·es 

was nbo estin10.ted fron1 th<: cthgnnwnt. {_ising the rn1111ber of ob~(T\'('d suh-,titntions frun1 

pair\\.·i~c-: (·0111p,uisnns lwrwr:('ll nll of th(' scq1wucc·:-; iu thc rilig11111c1ll \\·ill not give a good 

Pstinrntc for the snbstitllti(in n--1t<'. a::-; then-' \\·il1 he sig11ificm1t intcnlcpcndcncf' hct\VC<'ll 

t hcse dist ilnces, A pen1111t,1 t io11 test sol 111 iou mis dn·cloped IJv the ;1 ut hor 1 o est iHwt <' 

the background noi~e generated b>· depei1de11c1es iu th<' datrt :-i<'t. Thi~ tc:--;t works hY 

looking n1 \.Yl1r1t tlw rdatio11ship~ lH:twePn tinw r1rnl gnl('tic cfr.;tauce wuuld he if :--;m11pli11g 

time 11·as randomized, This ,illowed estinrntiou of the s11hstit11tio11 rate from the distnnce 

mines. This test (prescnu·d in Algorithm :3, l 7) mis implcrncuti'd in H (H Dcwlopment 

Core Team '.!004) hv the ,rnthor. 

Algorithm 3.17. Sub,,tduJwn Rate Esturw.t,on 

Input,s: 

S' 11 su111rnu of n n udcofide seq11er1us. 

<Jd : Sr-> Qd n J!IO/H.rly f,wr:/1011 qir1nq rfo.lr of ,suiotwn for r1111/cotidc ,rq1u ncrs 1n 

S. 

1/,n : S x S' f--4 Q,,, 11 pmJ!l:rfy f1m1·/um q1,,111q 1hr. u/J.,olute 1111.111/,cr of -,uhstd11/1nns 

sep11.rutlng p111r,s of n111:lrotidr ,sr·111u nr:es in S (yeuern//y rir:lermmrrl from an 11/1gn

ttJent) .. 

Poromcfr r c thr confiduu r ltud fr!!' the /cs/, 

Pru·alnd rT k !hr n.umhr-T of itero.tlon.-; to usr in tlu: test. 
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Outputs: 

An estimate of the m ean substitution rate for the nucleotide sequences in S. 

Procedure: 

Let l\ l (S. P) be a function that takes the two arguments. S a seq1.Lence of nucleotide 

sequen ces of length n and the sequence P. a permutation of the numbers { 1. 2 . . ... n}. 

Let S' = S fp. 

The output of l\ l (S . P ) is a matrix where the elem ent m i.J counts the number of 

times two nucleotide sequences S a . sb E S satisfy the condition qm (sa. S& ) = i and 

I qd(S'la) - qd (S'[b ) I = j. Note that Qm is always applied to the sequence S while qd 

is applied to S'. 

Let mmax be max( Qm ). the largest differen ce in number of substitutions between two 

nucleotide sequences in S. 

Let dm ax be max([ qd(s 0 ) - Qd(s&)[) oue1· all Sa. sb E S . the largest difference in date 

of isolation between two nucleotide sequen ces in S . 

Th e matrix produced by Il l ( S. P) has dim ensions m m ax x dmax. 

Step 1: 

R ecord D0 = l\l (S, (1, 2 .. . . , n )) . 

Step 2: Permutation Step 

Let P be sequence containing a random permutation of the integers { 1, 2, .... n}. 

Step 3: Sampling Step 

Let D ' = l\1(S, P) 

Step 4: Iteration Step 
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Repeats steps 2 and 3 k times each time recording D' in the distrib'utwn D. 

Step 5: Calculation Step 

Associated with each entry du in the matT'iX D0 is a sequence of values vVi,j , con

structed by taking the value of entry (i, j ) from each of the matrices in distrib1dion 

D. Construct a n ew matrix R in which ri J is the percentile corresponding to c (the 

confidence level of the test) of lVi,J. 

Step 6: Calculation Step 

Let E = D0 - R. Set any negative entries of E to zero. 

Step 6: Calc1llate R esults 

Each entry eu in E represents the WC'ight of a point at coordinate ( i, J) in the x-y 

plane . 

P erform a weighted linear regression on these points. 

The slope rn of the regression hne gives the average substitution rate of the se(ruences 

in S in bases per year. To obtain a rate in substitutions per base per year divide m 

by the length of sequences in S. The R 2 value of the regress-ion gives an idea of how 

accm·ate an estirnate rn is . 

3.3.2 .4 Selection at Individual Codon Sites Selection pressure at individual 

codon sites is measured using the codem.l program from the PAML software package of 

Yang ( 1997) ( version 3 .14). Sites are classified into one of three selection classes; purifying, 

neutral and positive selection . codeml can not process stop codons so the one data set 

containing premature stop codons (RSV B G protein) is analysed twice. The first time all 

sequences are shortened to the length of the first stop codon. The second time sequences 

with premature stop codons are excluded and all other sequences analysed over their full 

length. 

Alignments for this analysis are constructed by aligning the nucleotide alignments used 
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for the networks with GenBank nucleotide sequences for the protein being investigated. 

As with th initial alignments. Clust al X with manual editing is used for this st ep. If more 

than one sequence in the new alignment is identical then all inst ances of that sequence are 

removed and replaced with a single sequence representing all of the original sequences. 

\VP rlo thi . hPca11se for the purposes of this ana lysis. which ignores time dat a . these 

sequences are indistinguishable and keeping them increases the run time of the analysis 

dramatically. If a single nucleotide gaps occurs in the new alignment (probably due to 

sequencing error) the codon that gap occurs in is excluded from the analysis. To check 

the alignment is in the correct r ading frame we check it against the the t ransla tion of the 

GenBank equences and trim any parti al codon from the st art and end of the alignment . 

codeml also requires the input of an evolutionary tree for the sequences under considera

tion. To calculat e the e trees we used maximum parsimony earches in PAUP* (Swofford 

1998). For dat a which is amply sampled (any two nucleotide sequenc scan be joined by a 

sequence of nucleotide sequences. each only one substitution apart ) maximum parsimony 

is a maximum likelihood estimator (Steel and Penny 200-l ). Our ample is not ample . 

hmvever it is close. most links in the networks on the data are of length one. Thus we 

expect maximum parsimony to clo. ely approximate maximum likelihood. \ \There possi

ble. trees are found u ing the branch and bound algorithm to perform a full search of 

the tree space. For alignment s with many taxa (such as RSV A G-Protcin) where branch 

and bound becomes infeasible. heuristic searches are u ed . If multiple optimal trees are 

found , multiple trees are used in t he analysis. In general the variations in tree topology 

for this data have little effect on the results of the analysis. 

vVe also attempted to measure selective pressure at individual codon sites using the sgi 

program of Suzuki and Gojobori (1999) for comparative purposes; however it failed to 

work on our dat asets. The anc-gene program used by the sgi program to derive ancestral 

equences went into an infinite loop when attempting to find a binary parsimony tree 

(of which there are none) on the data . The source of the problem was confirmed by 

recompiling the anc-gene program with debug routines to check its progress. 
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3.3.3 Results. 

3.3.3.1 New Zealand RSV B 

3.3.3.1.1 Global Cluster Test. The results of the analysis of l'\Z RSV B 11re 

presented in the network shown in figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14: RSV B in New Zealand G718 Data. Entries are colour coded by mean 

da te of isolation. Edges in the network repre ent splits in the data. This is a threshold 

4 n twork. Information on how many sequences there are at ach node and their date of 

isolation and patient number are given in section 5.1. 

Visually this network seems to contain significant grouping by date of isolation , with 

groups at the top (1993-1995) middle (1990 - 1992) and right (1984-1986). Running the 
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global clustering test on this network confirms that there is clustering by datE' \vith 95Yc 

confidence at 10 000 itcratious. telling us that most splits in the graph coincide with 

grouping sequences by date of isolation. A nct\vork containing all splits also passes the 

Global clustering test at 95% confidence. In general there was little difference between 

low conflict networks and networks containing all of the splits in the results oft he global 

clustering test. The results for networks containing all splits \Vill not be mentioned further 

in these arrnlyscs. except \Vhen they differ from those on the low conflict networks. 

The RSV B sequences contain two sequences from the same patient stored in different 

cell lines. Both duster at node 4. suggesting that differential storage of the viruses has 

caused little phylogc11etic noise in RSV B. 

3.3.3.1.2 Local Cluster Test. Figure 3.15 shows the results of running the local 

clustering test 011 the network in figure 3.14 for ~1 = 3 with 3 000 iterations per duster 

radius. 
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Figure 3.15: Local clustering summary results for RSV B in New Zealand for 

1 = 1. 2, 3 with 3000 iteration per cluster radii . The highest level of clustering observed 

at each node over the three cluster radii is displayed. This is the same network as that 

displayed in figure 3.14. Information on how many sequences there are at each node and 

their date of isolation and patient number are given in section 5.1. 

In figure 3.15 we can see that each of the three broad clusters observed in figure 3.14 are 

displayed as clustering strongly at at least one level. The fact that the clu tering re pon

sible for a significant global test is caused by clustering at most nodes in the graph and 
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not 111ercl~· in one locatioa indicates that du:-;tering hy yea.r is occurring consistt:'11tly. Thi:-; 

i11 turn i111pli('S that S('(}llf'llC(':-; are d1angiug- through t.i1nr1 with olcl :-wquPnce:--: bccon1iug 

exti1wr. This is <:\'idC'uce for a11tige11ic drift. Looking at bo1li flgnrC'~ J.l,t mid TlG \\T 

can nbo :-;ee tlrnt there is only one cln:-.ter i11 Pad1 tinw period. this s11ggc':-ih tlint ther<' i:-; 

onlv one major popnlation of RSV Bin um ,,nnpl,•. As \\T do not have c1 com1n-elH•n,iv<' 

sample we can cmh· co11clude there is prob,dil:, onlv one don1i11,rnt snbpopulc1tion of RSV 

13. 

3.3.3.L3 Substitution Rate The s1il1,tit ntion rnte for RSV Din \'Z is calcnlntc·d 

to lH' 2 (:2sf) s1ilistitutious per n·ar per scqucrn·c· in tlw G718 region. This tnmslatc.s to 

c1 rntc of 0.0"i (2,f) snlistitntions JHT hc1"' per .vcar. This rntc i, prohabl.,· higher than 

tb(' rc:--;t of the vin1~ as th(' region :--i('(lllcun'cl contains cued:-. of ~ignific;.1nt \·nriation. The 

F(1 rq~re:--:..;ion ;-:tritistic for this nilndation is CL7:.17G ,xhidi HH'HllS the input dntn l:-, d fr1ir 

r1pproxiu1aho11 1 u a line. Thcsc calcnlat iou~ \\Tn: dmH' 11:..;iug Algorit hrn ~r 17 i1nplcn1c111 ed 

in H /H. Dcwloprnent Core Th11n 2001). 

:3.3.3.1.4 Selection at Individual Codon Sites The C71K seq1H'11ce rn,·ns l,01h 

the F and C protein:-;. Sc!Pctin' prc:,-;snre cnH-d~·si:-: \\·Hs done on cnC'h of the:-:(' protein:--: 

incli,•idnall,v. Because the F and C h,1w cliffr:rent levels of snhstitntions, the groupings of 

ide11tical scqne1ices for ec1ch cn-e different. Tlw scq1H'ucc:..; in ('<H"h ~ronp an' (lcsc-ribcd i11 

c1ppcudix 1 ( scctio11 5}. 

The F proteill b t'lw si111pl(-'st cr1~e so we consider it fir:..;t. The a11linn ncid c1lign11H 111t for 

the F protein is shown in figure :3.l(i 
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Figure 3.16: F-Protein Amino Acid 1 to 55 (C-terminus). There are very few 

amino acid changes in this section of the protein. Before translation identical nucleotide 

sequences were replaced by a single sequence labeled Group_[Number]. Which sequences 

are in which group is described in section 5.2. 

There i a single most parsimonious tree on this da ta that was found using the branch and 

bound algorithm in PA P* (Swofford 1998) . codeml result s for t his data shO\Y that all 

bases are under purifying selection. This is not surprising as this is the cross membrane 

section of the F-prot ein. 

The G-protein Alignment is pictured in figure 3.17. 
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Fit',nre :.u 7: RSV B G-Proteiu Amino Acid 259 to 299 (N-tcrminus)_ (i scqnenccs 

ill :3 gronps ( Croup 2. Croup J rind B ·15-L~--1) hnvc prr111rnt urc :-;tops nt po:-;it ion 2~):3 .(i ctn1ino 

ct('id:-; lH,fore the end of the .\'-tenninn:-: ()f 1"h<· proicin. Tlw l\\·o gcip:-i are due to :-iiugle 

uucl<'otide gnp~ in the rnwleotidc alig11uie11t for thr: nffrctcd codons. Defore nan,-.;lntion 

iclentind 111wlf_,otide :-:PqW'JH·es \HT<' r<'pLH'<'d by n single seq1H'IlC<' hd.-ir'led Group_!.\'urnher]. 

\Yhid1 :-;ecgtences are in PHd1 group i~ described in scctiou ;J.T 

:'\oticC' the t hrec .seqm,nc<'s ,,·ith prt'IJktture stop codons at posit ion 29:3 iu hgnre :U 7. 

Prernat11rc stop codons of tliis nature haw been obsr'ff<'d iu pre,·io11s .studies (_\lmliw,z 

ct o/_ 19'.JD) so their appearnm·e here is not impn'<·edented. To ,,Ilcl\\- full ,uwlvsis of 

all s.•qm·nces I his alignment was tested 1,,-ice. The first analysis looked at ,tll SP(Jlt<'tH·es 

from posit ion '.259 to :2!JL the positirnt preculittg The premature stop codons. The s,•cottd 

nmt!vsis looked ai the fnll kugth (25!) to :2\J!J) of all sequences which du ttot han• prernatnre 

stops. 

For the first ,rnnh'si, there is a single most pc1rsirnonions tree fomtd h\' lmrnd1 nml bound. 

The resnlts of this ,,uwlvsis classified the amino acicl sites in the iutcrrnl '.2,,!) to 2D2 
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into those under purifying and neut ral selection at a ratio of 53: 47 although no site was 

firmly placed in either category at 95% confidence. Sites w re instead assigned nonzero 

probabilities of being in either category. No sites were found to have any support above 

95o/c for being under positive selection. 

For sequences without premature stop codons there are "19 most parsimonious trees found 

by branch and bound in PAUP * (Swofford 1998). All 49 trees were used for the analysis. 

result s differed little b tween the different trees. This analysis assigned a much larger 

proportion of the site· previously analysed to the purifying selection category. One site 

(294) was identified as being under positive selection with 95% confidence . This is the 

site directly preceding the premature stops. Thi placement suggests the premature stop 

may confer advantage on the virus by eliminating the amino acids aft er position 294. 

Previous studies have found evidence for positive select ion at several places on the G 

protein of RSV A and B (\Voelk and Holmes 199 ). Unfortunately the sequence we haYe 

coYers a different port ion of the G protein to that equenced in \Yoelk and Holmes (199 ) 

so a full comparison is not possible. Comparing the sequence common to both studies 

hows the positively elec ted residue at 294 was also not ed in \ i\Toelk and Holmes (199 ). 

3.3 .3 .2 N ew Zealand RSV A 

3.3.3 .2.1 Global Cluster Test The re ult s for RSV A are much more complex than 

those for B. 
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Figure 3.18: RSV A In N ew Zealand FG-A N etwork. Nodes are colour coded 

by mean year of isolation. Edges represent spli ts in the data. This is a threshold 10 

network. Note the placement of very old sequences at nodes 21 and 42 among much 

younger sequences. Information on how many quences there are at each node and t heir 

date of isolation and patient number are given in section 5.4. 

The clust ering by date in t he RSV A network (figure 3.18) is not so obvious to the eye as 

for RSV B. however on can still see two large clusters from approximately t he same t ime 

period. The global clustering test indicates that there is clustering by year on this graph 

at 95% percent confidence. We will look fur ther at this clustering in the local clustering 

test for this graph. An interesting feature of this graph is t he placement of the pre-1981 
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strains . There arc two nodes in the graph representing pre-19 1 strain from the 60' 

(node 21 ) and 7o·s (node 42). The oldest of these nodes. node 21. (\\-hich contains our 

oldest sequences from 1967) is highly diH'rged from the t,,·o main cluster ' . however it is 

closel_v related to \'irns from 1992-1993 scason. :'\ode --12 containing a ,-cry good quality 

sequ0nce frnm 1971 is p,u t of a major cluster_ around node 41. \te expect t he oldest 

sequences t o be highl>· diYerged. ho,YC'\'C'r it is interesting that the 1973 Yirw; is similar to 

,·iru es from 1990-1992. Then' a re s0veral possible explancltions for this. One is that we 

are not using enough sequence da ta and if "·ere a blc to seq ucnre more genes ,n, would 

find greater divrrgenc-e bet\\·e0n these sequences. Ho\\·e,·er gi,·en the greatest varia tion 

bet\\·een RS Viruses occurs in the G protein this explanat ion seems unlikely. Another 

explanation is t ha t the 1973 virus has stayed a t a low kwl in the popula tion and a close 

rclatin' has hence emerged from it a t a la ter da te. Or the virus could have reinvaded 

from overseas. To test the loca l persis tence hypothesis ,ve would need to look for further 

evidence of oldrr strains ,,·ithin t he popula tion. Unfortunately pursuing t his possibilit>· 

is outside t he scope of t his thesis. ho,,·c,·er it ,,·ould be an interesting a,-enur for further 

invrstigat ion. The reinrnsion h>·pothesis can be inwst igatrd b>· comparing int<'l'national 

and :'\ew Zealand strains "·hich ,,·r do in section 3.4. 

The RSV A srquences conta in sew ral sequencrs from the same patient stored in different 

cell line ·. All sequence · from the samr patient d uster a t the same node. suggesting the 

cliffr rentia l storage of thr ,·iruses has caused little phylogenet ic- noisr in RSV A. 

3 .3.3.2.2 Local C luster Test \Ye can gain more information about the clustering 

of RSV A by looking at the local dustrr test result in figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.19: Local clustering to summary results for RSV A in N ew Zealand 

for ~/ = 1. 2. 3 after 10000 iterations. The highest level of clustering observed at each 

node over the three cluster radii is displayed. This is the same network as displayed in 

figure 3.18. Information on how many sequence. there a re at each node and their date of 

isolat ion and patient number arc given in sect ion 5.4. 

The local clustering test results for RSV A tell u that the cluster centered on node 41 

is clustered strongly. Clustering by year around the central node 3 is very weak. The 

are several vertices in distinct groups measured as clustering by date from the 1990-1992 

ampling period. The clustering observed here is much weaker clustering than we observed 

for RSV B. The wide spread of clusters from the same time period indicates that there 
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are several dominant subpopulation of RSV A. perhaps with different founders. 

3.3 .3. 2.3 Substitution Rate The substit u t ion rate calculation for RSV A has ,·ery 

lo\\· support with an R2 regression stat ist ic- of only 0.3536. This means t here is poor 

suppor t for the data being modeled by a single li nE' . The calculated value is much loKer 

t han for RSV B " ·ith an estimated 0.87 (2sf ) substit ut ions per year. T his translates to a 

subst itut ion rat€' of 0.014 (2sf ) bases per site per vear. T hE'se cak-u li:'l t ions \\·ere clone using 

Algori thm 3.1 7 implrmrnted in R (R De\'elopment Core Team 200-! ). To understand the 

lo,Y confidence leYel of t his rst imate we can look a t a plot of time ,·crsus subst itutions as 

in figure 3.20. 
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Figm r 3.20: Graph of Number of substitutions vs Number o f years separating 

samples for RSV A . Each point represents a comparison between two sequences. 

In Figure 3.20 we can see that the da ta points form two overlapping groups. The posi

tioning of the e groups suggest the dat a point s could be interpolated by t\\·o line. : which 

would indicate the presence of two subpopulation of RSV A in New Zealand with different 
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suhst itntion mt,,,. This pat l<Tll wonld ,llso support a h:,pot hesis when' RSV cYolntion is 

c_\-clic, \\·ith i-lie \'irns ('\·oh·ing back towards old strains once iunnunity to thos(' old :..;trr1iu~ 

h1.ts rlisappcnrC'd fn)lJl t·he po1rnL-1tio11. Thc.-..;e hyJ)01bC':--is are tentatl\·e awl 1110n' C'Yid(']1u: 

is 11,,eded to confirm tliern. It will lw iuten,stiug to inwstigal<' these' hvpo(h('S('S mice the 

clat,1 for 200:J s0c1so11 becomes nrniblik. 

3.3.3.2.4 Selection at Individual Codon Sites The FG-A St''JlH'!IC<' cm·,,rs onlv 

the C protein so,,." only look at tlw G-Protein for RS\' A. The ,miino acid alig1mH'nt 

h)r tlie \'"('\\. 7.enla11d RS\~ A is ton large to ht on a single page !-'O it i:-- split illto two 

(·ontignous piecc•s :-;]10\Yll 111 figures '.3.21 and :L22. 
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Figure 3.21 : New Zealand RSV A G-Protein amino acids 156 to 225. This 
area includes the conserved area of the G-Protein. Before translation identical nucleotide 
sequences were replaced by a single sequence labeled Group_[~umber]. vVhich sequences 
are in which group are given in section 5.5. 
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Figure ~1.22: New Zealand RSV A G-Protein amino acids 226 to 290. This arec1. 
includes some of the hypervariable region at the I\-terminus end of the G-protein. Be
fore translation identical nucleotide sequences were replaced by a single sequence labeled 
Group_[Number]. \iVhich sequences are in which group are given in section 5.5. 
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This dat a set is too large to use a branch and bound search on. A heuristic search was 

run in PAUP* (Swofford 1998) to find a set of most parsimonious t rees on this data. 15 

664 optimal trees were found . \Ve attempted to prove these trees were optimal using the 

J\linJ\Iax squeeze method (Holland et al. In Press) . Unfortunately the ra tio of number of 

sites to esti mRtecl upperbound was too high so the optimality of these trees was unable 

to be proved. The fact we are looking at population dat a means it is unlikely the data 

can be accurately represented by a binary t ip labeled tree (Holland et al. In Press) . 

Analysing just one of these t rees on a 2Ghz machine takes 4 hours so a small sample 

of t rees was selected to analyze from those available. It should be noted that a quick 

inspection of these 15 664 trees using tree view showed them to be fairly similar to one 

another. 10 trees were selected in such a way as to get a wide variation. The analysis run 

on these 10 trees showed little variation in result s from tree to tree. 

73o/c of sites were classified as under purifying selection v,:hile the remaining 279c were 

classified as being under positive select ion. 16 sites ,,·ere found to be under posit ive 

selection in all of the trees sampled : these were sites 213. 227, 231. 235. 239 . 249 . 255. 261. 

263. 267. 274. 275. 284. 285 and 289. The large number of sites and their concent rat ion 

in the same area of the protein implies the area of the G-protein from 213 to 289 is under 

strong positive selective pressure in RSV A. This is consistent with an antigenic drift 

hypothesis. 

Previous studies have found evidence for positive selection a t several places on the G 

protein of RSV A and B (Woelk and Holmes 1998). The port ion of RSV A s quenced is 

much closer to the area used in Woelk and Holmes (1998) than our B sequence. Comparing 

the sequence common to both studies shows that the sites found to be posit ively selected 

on A in Woelk and Holmes (1998) are also found as positively selected here. There seem 

to be many more ite designated as positively selected in this study than in Woelk and 

Holmes (1998). Interestingly some of the sites found to be under positive selection on A 

in this study are found to be under selection on B but not on A in Woelk and Holmes 
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(1998) (sites 231 and 235 for example). These differences could be caused by methodology 

( such as the different sequence portions used) or by differences in the viruses themselves. 

3.3.4 New Zealand Conclusions. 

RSV B evolution in \'ew Zealand shows some evidence of rrntigenic drift. The netvvork 

data is consistent with this hypothesis and areas of the G-protein are under positive 

selection. The areas of the G-protein under strong positive selective pressure in RSV 

A are not available in the G718 data. Investigating the FG-B data shonld give more 

information on antigenic drift in RSV B. 

RSV A also shows evidence of antigenic drift. Tlw t'Vidence in tlw networks is less decisive 

than for RSV B. However the large number of sites under positive selection strongly 

supports an antigenic drift hypothesis. 

Selc'ctiw pressure on RSV A and B in \'e\V Zealand i:-; similar to that found in other 

studies. The cause of the difforeuccs lwt,\TCll this and previous studies in this respect is 

unclear. 

In general there is evidence RSV clews undergo antigenic drift. 

There appear to be fow strains of RSV B present in :\ cw Zealand at one time. Givm the 

nature of the sampling this conclusion must be tentative howewr it will be interesting 

to investigate this hypothesis in the prospectiw samples ( which are unfortunately not 

available until after the projected completion elate of this thesis). 

There lrnvc been several dominant subpopulations of RSV A in \'ew Zealand. possibly 

with different founders. This is a firm conclusion. A more representative sample could 

only provide evidence for more strains. 

Distinct subpopulations of RSV in J'\ew Zealand may be mutating at different rates. This 
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is a tenta tive conclusion. 

There is no C\'iclcnc<' that differential storage of samples has caused significant phylogenet ic 

noi e. 

3.4 International comparisons. 

3.4.1 Introduction 

T hrough the comparisons of international and \'e,,· Zea trncl hi storical RSV samples we 

can come to useful conclusions a bout the rate of tnrnsmission of RSV into :'\e,,· Zealand 

from outside the country. :'\(',,. Ze;:il;:inrl lrns a higher rate of se,·erC' RS\' cases than other 

countriC's so it would be interesting to see if t his is due to a specific \'ew Zealand train. 

This would be indica ted by strong clustering of :'\Z strains together. To understand hm,· 

RSV flo,,·s into :'\Z we conducted an analysis oft he clustering oft he samples both b~- age 

and b~- countn·. 

3.4.2 M ethods 

To make International comparisons both :'\Z and interna tional sequences were aligned 

and plotted on the same net,,·ork. A ·election of immunologically interesting international 

sequences from a range of years were selected from GenBank by Dr Joanna Kinnan of the 

.\Ialaghan In -titu tr:3 for use in thrse comparisons. The countries and datC's of tlw samples 

used are di -played in figures 3.23 and 3.2.J. 

3 \ Ialaghan Institute for \Iedical Resea rc-h http://urww.malaghan.org.11z 
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Figure 3.23: Sample D ate and location for RSV B International Samples 
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Figur<' 3.2-l: Sample Date and location for RSV A International Samples. 

The sequencrs were tested to ser how they clustered by location and datr. Sequences 

were tested for clustering by date and location indC'pendently. There \\'ere four possible 

results of these tests: 

1. :\o Clustering 

2. Clustering by date only. 

3. Clusteriug l,y location only. 

4. Clustering by date and location. 

The absence of du tering would tell u little. Clustering by date only would tell us that the 

viruses group independently of location. This in turn would indicate t hat the virus spreads 

very quickly around the world resulting in a homogeneous worldwide RSV populat ion. 

Conversely clustering only by isolation date would indicate that each location had its O\\'n 
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unique strain with very little mixing taking place between geographical subpopulations. 

Clustering by both date and location would indicate a situation where there are many 

small subpopulations with regular mixing. 

Clustering is tested using the global and local clustering algorithms detailed in section 

3.3.2. Clustering by year is measured in an identical method to that detailed in section 

3.3.2. Clustering by geographical location however requires a cluster measure on categor

ical data. The method we already have for continuous data will clearly not work here so 

a different cluster measure was used 

The discrete cluster measure C0 (s) is defined in Definition 3.18 

D efinition 3.18. Discrete Cluster lvleasure: CD(S). 

Let S be a sequence. 

Let x E X be the most n:um,erous elem ent in S. If there is more than one ma:rimally 

numerous elem ent in S let x be picked randomly from these. 

Let S:x: be the rwm,ber of items in S which equal :r . 

(3. 1) 

Defining CD(S) as in (3.1 ) gives a value between O and 1 fcff the cluster measure with a 

vafoe of 1 indicating strongest clustering 

3.4.3 Results. 

3.4.3.1 International RSV B The network constructed from RSV B International 

comparisons is shown in figure 3.25. 
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Figure 3.25: RSV B International comparisons. This is a threshold 4 network. 

Dotted lines with arrow heads connect vertex labels to their vertices when necessary. 

There appear to be weak clustering by date in figure 3.25 . This network passes the global 

clustering test at 95o/c confidence. If we look at all spli ts clustering is observed at 99% 

confidence. However looking at geographical distribu tion it i hard to see much pattern by 
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ey<'. This dcltns<'1 fails a e;lobal dnst c-riug \<'st bv country for all splits and for all suhs<'ts 

of splits. Clnst<'ring only by date supporls " model wlwre TTSV B spn,Mb qnickh· into 

'-:c·w ZeaLmd from other c<Hmtries. There is no snpport for :-;cw Zealand haYing c1 nuiqne 

s!lbpopnlation of TIS\' D. \\·e m·ed to lw nrntions a hunt coudnsious from this cL,ta clue to 

the small aligm11c11t overlap lwtwce11 '-:Z and iuternntiornil s,•qm·11ec•s. Howc·,-c-r the wick 

distriliution of International seqw•1w,•s thrnne;hont the grnph is nnlikch· to lw crnmtcrndcd 

b:v 1norc s<·qnc11ce dntn. \.\"e \\-onld expect 1norc' s(-'CJUC'llCf.' data to accentnHtC' rather than 

,11IH'liorntc observed diffrrcuccs. The loc,d clnstNing test results (figures :J.2li awl :L27) 

for t l1i~ daL-1 rln' 11bo iutc'n\~t i1tg. 
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Figure 3.26: Local Clustering by Date for the International RSV B alignment . 

Summary of results over , = 1, 2. 3 with 3000 iterations per level. The highest level of 

clustering observed at each node over the three clustering levels is displayed. This is the 

same network as displayed in figure 3.25. 

Figure 3.26 shows several cent rs of clustering by date on the Internat ional B Network 

and supports the results of the global clustering test that RSV B sequenc s tend to group 

by year internationally. 
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Figure 3.27: Local Clustering by Country for the International RSV alignment . 

Summary of result over 1 = 1. 2. 3 with 3000 iterations per level. The highe t level of 

clustering observed at each node over the three clustering levels i di played. This is the 

same network as displayed in figure 3.25. 

In figure 3.27 we can see there are few significant topological clusters by country. There 

is very little evidence in the data for any local strain of RSV B. We can also see t hat 

\'Z RSV B does not seem to be significantly different from RSV B in other countries, else 

we would expect it to form topological clusters. It is interesting to note that the little 
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clustering that doe occur s ems to do so independently of the sampling date . The t,\·o 

South Korean samples clustered at the bottom of figure 3.27 are not centers of clusters in 

figure 3.26 (nodes 5 and 6). However the South Korean and New Zealand samples near 

the center of t he graph are also clust ering by year in figure 3.26 (nodes 18 and 23). 

3.4.3.2 International RSV A The network for Internat ional RSV A is sh0\n1 in 

figure 3. 28. 
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Figure 3.28: RSV A International comparisons. This is a t hreshold 10 network. 

We can see lit t le clustering by date on t his network. The network fails a t est for significant 

clu tering by date at 95% confidence, If we con ider all the splits in t he dat a, the data 

barely passes a global test for clust ering by date at 95% confidence, Visual inspection of 
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this network shows th8! scq1ience from different countries S('Plll to he dispersed through 

out thC' graph, Ilesnlt:i of the gloh,d clustering test hY country show this aligm11P11t foils 

tr·sts for d11sl<'ri11g hv ,·ountrv for all splits ,md for the displayed 11f'lwork. Though thP 

('\'idc11c,· is wrnkcr tlwn for nsv 13 lliis shows support for a model where nsv A sprcHds 

q11icklv iuto ;\ew Zealand from otlwr rn1mtrics. There is no support for \Jew ZcaLmd 

hc1ving ll uni<11w snhpnp11h1tion of 11.SV A. 
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Figure 3.29: Local Clustering by Date for the Internat ional RSV B alignment. 

A summary of resul ts 'Y = 1, 2, 3 with 3000 iteration per 1 vel. The highest level of 

clustering observed at each node over the three clustering levels is di played . This i the 

ame network as displayed in figure 3.2 . 

Figure 3.29 shows us where on the network the weak clustering by year occurs. The large 

unresolved clump of sequences around node 4 makes significant clustering of any kind 

unlikely. 
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Figure 3.30: Local Clustering by Country for the Internat ional RSV B align

ment. A ummary of results over 1 = 1, 2. 3 with 3000 iterations per level. The highest 

level of clustering observed a t each node over the three clustering levels is displayed. This 

is t he same network as displayed in figure 3.28. 

F igure 3.30 show there is litt le topological clustering by country for the International 

RSV A equence . The almost complete lack of topological clustering gives good support 

to the hypothesis that :Kew Zealand does not have significantly d ifferent strains of RSV 

A than other countries. 

The lack of clustering by country for RSV A supports the reinvasion explanation for old 
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samples of RSV A being similar to new (section 3.3.3.2.1 ) but a more cornprehcnsiYe 

internat ional and local ampling \\·otild be required to make a n_\' firm conclusions in this 

regard . 

::\.4.4 International Conclusions. 

RSV is spread to \ e,\· Zealand on a fairly regular basis. and \Z . traius are not signif

icant l.\· different from ow·rseas strains. Though the \ C'\\. Zealand sample being usC'd for 

comparison is not a representa tive ample. \H' l"C' it true that \ c\\. Zealand had st rains of 

RSV significant!_\· d ifferent from owrscas strains. \\·e ,,·otdd expect a small sampling of the 

\"e,,· Zealand distribution ,,·ould also rnntain \·iruses signifkanth· different from ,·iruses 

owrseas. Thus there i good support for the conclusion that \ ew Zealand does uot have 

st rains of RSV that are significantly different from tho e in ot her countries . That :\cw 

Zealand and other c-ountries h,ffe similar stra ins suggests those strains arC' mixing on a 

regular basis. This means the greater numb0r of hospit ilisat ions due to RSV bronchiolitis 

in \ e,Y Zealand must be cont ingC'nt on fac tors other than the strain of th(' ,·irus t hat we 

ha\'C in \c\,. Zealand. 

3.5 Final Conclusions 

The e,·olu t ionary br ha, ·ior of RSV A and RSV B docs not ·eem to be qualitat ively dif

ferent . although RSV A is far more cliwrse than RSV B in this sample. If this cliYcrsity 

is repre entat ive of the entire RSV popula tion then it is a possible r xplauation for the 

greater succe s of RSV A as an infectiw agent. 

RSV in \cw Zealand shows some evideuce uf Leing in a process of ant igenic drift . This is 

interest ing as RSV is not thought to give a strong long term immunity. which is commonly 

the factor behind antigenic drift. 

The strains of RSV present in \ew Zealand and the strains pre ent in other countries do 

not differ ignificantly. The greater frequency of hospitalization with RSV bronchiolitis 

in i\ew Zealand must be due to factors other than virus st rain. 
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5 Appendix 1: Sequence Group and Number Keys. 

5.1 Number Key for figures 3.14 and 3.15. 

Virus names in the labels below are in the format [ID]_[Year of Isolation]_[Patient ID]. 

1) 299_94_0000008B 

2) 278_9:L00002238 

3) 29L93J)000000B 

4) 027 _94_00003240. 0G 1_94J)000189G. 050_94Jl0001896 

5) 294J)3J)()00003B 

6) 3 HL93_00002;35 

7) 124_90_000018Ci7. 071-90_00000792. 282_9()_()()000742 

s) 313 _go _00000022 

9) 051_92J)0002412. ()()(i_9(i_()0004195. 035_92J)0002510. 041_92_()()001224. 045_92J)0001574 

10) 08 L89J)00024 71. 199_84J)00021 l-4. 12(L87_0000199711) 02!'U)2Jl0002359. 039_92J)0002359 

12) 11G_87Jiooo89~:rn. 174_88J)ooo21:39_ 202_ssJ)ooo1G98 

13) 188_90J)0002215 

14) 094_89 _()()002380 

15) 099 _84_()()0()(i 7Ci6. 104_84_000079:33. 105 _84_00007071 

16) 154_84J)0007620 

17) 156_85_0()()().563:3 

18) 072_85_00005687 

19) 314_90J)0000023 

20) 212_9()_00002540 

21) 256_93_()()002455 

5.2 Groupings for Figure 3.16: RSV B F-Protein Alignment. 

Virus ~arnes are in the labels belmv are in the format Subtype[ID_[Year of Isolation]. 

Group_l: B025_92. B039_92. B051-92. B00(U)5. B035_92. B04L92. B045_92. B212_90. 
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B314_90 

Group_2: B256_93. Bll6_87. Bl 74_88. B202_ 8. Bl24_90. B07L90. B282_90 

Group_3: B099_84. Bl54_84, Bl04_84. Bl05_84 

Group-4: B072_85. Bl56_ 5 

Group_5: B08L89. Bl 90 84. Bl26_87. B313_90 

Group_6: B027_94. B06L94. B050_94. B29--L93. B316_93 

110 

5.3 Groupings for Figure 3.17: RSV B G-Protein Alignment. 

Virus \' ames are in the labels below are in the format Subtypel ID _[Year of Isolation]. 

Group_l: B025_92 . B039_92. B05L92. B035_92. B04L92. B045_92 

Group_2: B099_84. Bl04_84 . Bl05_84 

Group_3: B072_85. Bl 56_85 

Group-4: B08 L 9. Bl99_ 4. Bl26_8 7. B313_90 

Group_5: Bll6_87. Bl 74_88. B202_88 

Group_6: Bl24_90. B07L90. B282_90 

Group_7: B027-94. B06L94. B050_94 

Group_8: B29L93 . B299_9"1 

5.4 Number Key for Figures 3.18 and 3.19. 

Virus names in the label below are in the format [ID]_[Year of Isolation]_[Pat ient ID]. 

1) 006_96_0000419 

2) 029_94_00003304, 095_88_00001781 , 031_94_00002697, 046_92_00001719 ,036_95_00003992 

3) 150_84_00006797, 234_84_00006572, 223_84_00007651 , 158_84_00006510 , 129_87_00000758, 

145_87 _00003841 , 2 7 _90_00002393 , 255_90_00001516. 197 _89_00002358. 109_ 2_00007035. 

149_83_00000315. 139_84_0000598 

4) 322_NA_0000003 
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5) 056_86_()0000956. 161-86_00000956. 165_86J)0000956. 1G8_86J)0000956. 16CL82J)0006079. 

170_86_00000956. 1G2_86_00000956. 166_86_00000956 

6) 073_91-00002549. 246_91-00002549 

7) 102_84J)0008530 

8) 201-89_00002079 

9) 157-84_00005742 

10) 31L9(L00003252 

11) 284J)()_()0002263 

12) 29(L90 _00002394 

13) 151_87 _oooo86n. 117 _87 _00008851. 211_87 _00001248. 132_88_00001489. 180_88_00001453_ 

147 _88J)0002109. 286_87 _00012485. 118_87 _()0009076. 136_88Jl000172;3_ l 79_88_00002037. 

185_88J)0002016. 2HL88J)0001770. 196_88_00001769. 194_88_00001733 

14) 059_86J)0000956 

15) :J2L:\:AJl0000030 

16) 108_84J)0006965 

1 7) 1 7~L88J)0002013. 181 _88J)00019G0. 177 _88J)0002000. l 95_88J)0002000 

18) l HL82_00006029. 11 L82JJ0005960 

19) 152_82_()()005308 

20) 135_88J)000202 

21) 077 _67 _l2567OLD. 079_67 _19967OLD. 078_67 _0l867OLD. 034_94Jl0003831. 141-88_0000021 

22) 207_88J)00019:38. 198_88J)0001965 

23) 184_88J)0001656. 176_88_()0001656 

24) 018_94_()()001723 

25) 003_96_()()002847. 167_8(;_00006136 

26) 07lL85J)0000294. 224_84JJ0007G50 

27) 067 _94_()()002494 

28) 014_94JJ0002027. 026_94J)0002508. 01G_94J)000216:3. 04:L94Jl00CB:346 

29) 125_89_00001946 

30) 264_91_()()()()1034 

31) 237 _91J)000300 
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32) 226_91-00002228. 232_91-00002177. 239_91-00002054. 229_91-00002465 , 25L9L00002131 

33) 235_91-00001766 

34) 2 73 _93_00002581 . 320_93 _00000006. 319 _93_00000026. 090_89 _00002522. 297 _93_00000006 . 

302_93_0000001 1. 300_93_00000009. 305_93_00000011. 315_93_00000024 

35 ) 0 ,') _ 9_00001602. 215_ 9_00002355. 21 _89_00001602. 2 3_ 9_00001632 

36) 216_ ,9_0000160 

37) 098_ 9_0000174 

38) 230_91-00002215. 222_91-00002436. 245_93_00002406. 267 _93_00002578. 257 _93_00002406. 

296_93_00002406. 268_93_00002580 

39) 22 _91-00002232 

40 ) 032_94_00002 45 

4 1) 042_94_00002397. 266_90_00002392. 193_90_00002392. 254_93_0000121 . 009_95_00001479 

42) 075-73 _3 1 73OLD 

43) 065 _92_00002505. 060_92_00002263 

44) 2-13 _93_0000309 

45 ) 24 _93_000025 2 

46) 279_93_00002582 

47) 225_91-00002220. 22L9L00002 23 

48) 123_ 9_0000211 

49) 200_ 8_0000198 

50 ) 206_ _00001825. 097 _89_00002359. 134_82_0000530 

51) 122_84_00005372 

52) 23L9L00002287 

5.5 Groupings for Figures 3.21 and 3.22: RSV A G-Protein 

Alignment. 

Viru Names are in the label below are in the format SubtypellD_[Year of Isolation]. 

G roup _l: A_297, A_302, A_305, A_273 , A_320, A_319 , A_090 
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Group_2: A _085 , A_218 , A_283 

Group_3: A_226, A_232, A_229, A _251, A_239 

Group-4: AJl1 6, A_Ol4 , A_026 

Group_5: A _206 , A_l34 , AJ)97 

Group_6: A_109, A_l 49 

Group-7: A _l ll , A_llO 

Group_8: A_l 78 , A_ l 9.5, A_l8L A_l 77 

Group _9: A_003, A _l67 

Group_lO: A _0 70 , A _224 

Group_ll: A _l29 , A_l 45 

Group_l2: A_l50, A_234, A _223 

Group_l3: A_l41 , A_077, A_079, A_078 

Group _l 4 : A_l66 , A_056 , A_l61, iL 165, d08 _A _l68, A_l 60, A_l62 

Group_l5: AJ)73, A_246 

Group _l6: AJJ95 , AJ)3L A _046 

Group_l 7: A_l51, A_ll 7, A _2ll, A_l 80, A_286, A_ll 8. A_l36 , A _l 79. A _2 10, A_l94 

Group_l8: A_l32, A_l85, A_l96 

G roup_l9: A_279 , A_248 

Group _20: A_065 , A_060 

Group_21: AJ)09, A _2.54 

Group_22: A _222 , A_230 

G roup_23: A_266, A_l 93 

Group_24: A_245, A _267 , A_257, A_296, A_268 
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